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ABSTRACT
A simple analytic formula for the photodetachment cross section of H' in 
perpendicular electric and magnetic fields is obtained. Oscillations in the 
spectrum are predicted by the formula, and these oscillations are correlated 
with closed classical orbits. We point out that the quantum mechanical 
derivation, using a stationary phase approximation, is in complete agreement 
with the three-dimensional semiclassical solution to the problem.
xi
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
In the past few years much theoretical and experimental work has been 
conducted in an effort to understand photodetachment of electrons from nega­
tive ions, as well as photoionization of atoms, in strong static electric and 
magnetic fields. Garton and Tomkins1 were the first to observe oscillations in 
the photoionization cross section near threshold. More detailed experimental 
work was conducted on the hydrogen atom in a magnetic field2, and a physical­
ly intuitive and quantitative theory describing these oscillations was given by Du 
and Delos3. Experimental measurements of the cross section for photodetach­
ment from H' in strong static electric fields were reported by Bryant et. al.4, 
confirming theoretical predictions made by a number of workers5. Especially 
large oscillations in parallel electric and magnetic fields were predicted by Du6. 
Fabrikant (1991)7 predicted that oscillations would also occur in the 
photodetachment cross section in crossed electric and magnetic fields. His 
quantum formulation gives precise numerical predictions, but it does not display 
the underlying simplicity and order of the oscillations.
2
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3In chapter 1 we derive a general formula for the photodetachment cross 
section of H' in crossed electric and magnetic fields using a three-dimensional 
semiclassical approximation. We find that the cross section is a smooth 
background (equal to the no-field photodetachment cross section) plus a sum 
of sinusoidal oscillations. Each oscillation is correlated with an electron orbit 
that returns to the atom: every returning orbit produces its own set of sinusoidal 
fluctuations, and when these individual contributions are added together they 
give the predicted oscillations in the spectrum. The returning orbits have an 
orderly pattern: at the lowest energies there is one returning orbit, and at each 
of a set of "boundary energies" two additional returning orbits are created. We 
present here an overview of the analysis used.
The physical process can be described in the following terms. The 
active electron is initially in a loosely bound s-state of the ion. When the ion 
absorbs a photon the electron goes into an outgoing p-wave. This wave then 
propagates away from the neutral hydrogen atom in all directions. Sufficiently 
far from the atom, the wave propagates according to semiclassical mechanics, 
and it is correlated with classical trajectories. A pencil of trajectories emanating 
from a small circular arc about the nucleus is shown in figure 1.1. The wave 
fronts are transverse to the trajectories, and the waves propagate along the 
trajectories. Eventually the trajectories are turned back by the laboratory fields; 
some of the orbits return to the hydrogen atom, and the associated waves (now
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
ycaustic
Figure 1.1: A pencil of trajectories representing electrons propagating away 
from the H atom. As the trajectories leave the origin they diverge from each 
other, and the probability density is spread out over a larger area. At the 
caustic the trajectories cross back over each other, and then after being turned 
back by the fields, pass close to the atom. The trajectories continue until they 
pass through a focus, at t=1 cyclotron time, where they converge. The 
process repeats itself. Wavefronts associated with this pencil of trajectories are 
also drawn. Usually wavefronts are orthogonal to trajectories but in a magnetic 
field they are not.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5incoming) propagate inward until they overlap with the initial state. It is the 
interference of these returning waves with the steadily-produced outgoing 
waves that leads to the predicted oscillations in the absorption spectrum.
The wave fronts of the semiclassical formalism propagate along the 
classical trajectories, as depicted in figure 1.1. The character of these orbits is 
considered in chapter 2. Classically, once the electron is photodetached, it will 
exhibit trochoidal motion: circular cyclotron motion at constant speed relative to 
a center moving at the fixed ExB drift velocity. In suitably scaled units, the 
position as a function of time is
x ( t) = v/2e[sin(f+<j)) -sin(4>)] 
y(t)  = -v/2e[cos(f+(J)) -  cos(<j>)] -  t
* ( 0 = / V
where e is the kinetic energy associated with circular motion. The total energy 
can be written as the sum of e plus the kinetic energy of the motion in the z 
direction plus an energy associated with the drift motion.
For any returning orbit, the momentum in the z direction must be zero, 
otherwise the electron will spiral off to ±«. The relevant motion of the electron 
therefore occurs in the x-y plane.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6Figures 1.2(a), 1.2(b), and 1.2(c) show the whole family of orbits in the x-y 
plane at total scaled energies E=1, E=Eb1, and E=15, respectively. The first 
boundary energy is designated Eb1 and is approximately 9 scaled units. Orbits 
begin going out from the atom (at the origin of coordinates) in every direction 
with the same initial speed.
The equations for x(t) and y(t) are the parametric representation of a 
trochoid (circular motion around a center which moves at constant speed down 
the y-axis). If the linear speed exceeds the circular speed ( 1 >j2e  ). the traj­
ectory is curtate and never intersects itself. If the linear speed is less than the 
circular speed, the trajectory is prolate and self-intersecting. When the two are 
equal it is a cycloid. All three types of motion are visible in figure 1.2(a). The 
self-intersecting prolate orbits allow the electron to return to the atom, giving 
rise to the interference effect that produces oscillatory cross sections.
The drift velocity is fixed at cF/H0. Increasing the electron energy puts 
more energy into the circular motion, so therefore any curtate orbits eventually 
disappear and the prolate orbits become larger and more tightly wound. As the 
total scaled energy (E) increases the number of points of self-intersection of the 
orbit increases8. If the atom were placed at any one of these points of inter­
section, then outgoing electrons would return to the atom. Conversely, for any
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7Figure 1.2(a): The entire family of outgoing electron trajectories at a scaled 
energy E=1. There is one closed orbit (bold "balloon" shaped cun/e) which is 
associated with j=0. Note the boundaries between the classically allowed and 
forbidden regions (caustics). Also, all trajectories focus on a point on the 
negative y-axis after one cyclotron time.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1.2(b): The entire family of outgoing electron trajectories at a scaled 
energy E=Eb1, which is approximately 9 scaled units. This is the energy of the 
first boundary orbit, and it is at this energy that the caustic has come tangent to 
the origin. One new closed orbit has been created ( j=b=1 ) . Notice we have 
reduced the scale of the plot.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1.2(c): The entire family of outgoing electron trajectories at a scaled 
energy E=15. As the energy increases the caustic that had touched the origin 
has moved upward. The boundary orbit has separated into two distinct orbits, 
j = 1 (a) and j = 1(b), giving us a total of three closed orbits. The j=0 orbit has 
grown in size and become more circular.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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location of the atom there is a set of initial conditions which ensure returning 
orbits.
In these diagrams, returning orbits are drawn in heavy lines. At low 
energy there is one such orbit. As the energy is increased, the radius of 
cyclotron motion gets larger, and we pass through a series of boundary ener­
gies, at which succesive caustics touch the origin (figure 1.2(b)). At each 
boundary energy there is the creation of a new returning orbit. With the 
slightest increase of the energy this boundary orbit separates into a pair of 
similar orbits (figure 1.2(c)).
The information contained in figure 1.2 is conveniently displayed on one 
graph (figure 1.3). We have plotted the total energy along the horizontal axis, 
and along the vertical axis the energy associated with the circular motion. For 
total energies less than approximately 9 scaled units there is one closed orbit. 
Its dependence on the total energy is shown by the curve labelled j=0. The 
curve steadily rises, and as E increases it approaches the curve emln. At an 
energy of approximately 9 units (Eb1) we see the appearance of a new orbit. 
This coincides with the caustic coming tangent to the origin in figure 1.2(b). 
With a slight increase in energy this orbit separates to produce a pair of orbits, 
labelled j = 1 (a) and j = 1 (b) in figures 1.2(c) and 1.3. At E = 15, if we draw a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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°  20.0
0.0
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total energy ( E )
figure 1.3: The graph depicts the systematic increase of closed orbits with 
increasing total scaled energy. For any given total energy (E) there is a 
minimum and maximum value for the circular energy. These limits are shown 
by the heavy curves; the region inside is the allowed range of circular energy 
for each E. The fine lines represent e vs. E for each closed orbit. At low 
energies there is only one closed orbit, above Eb1 (-9) there are three, above 
Eb2 (-29) there are five, etc.
j=2(b)
j=1 (b)
j=2(a)
j=1 (a)
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vertical line, it will intersect the j=0 curve at one point and the j = 1 curve at two 
points. Three closed orbits exist.
Quantitative formulas for the Jacobian, classical action, as well as the 
Maslov index, associated with each closed orbit are easily derived, and will be 
presented in chapter 2. Additionally, a quantitative formula for the boundary 
energies is provided.
In chapter 3 the general expression for the semiclassical 
photodetachment cross section, which was derived in chapter 1, is evaluated 
using the classical results of chapter 2. As stated the cross section is a smooth 
background (equal to the no-field photodetachment cross section) plus a sum 
of sinusoidal oscillations. Each oscillation is correlated with an electron orbit 
that returns to the atom. Associated with each oscillation is an amplitude and a 
phase. The amplitude is proportional to the ratio of the initial Jacobian to the 
final Jacobian for the returning orbit, and the phase depends upon its classical 
action and Maslov index.
The quantum mechanical derivation for the photodetachment cross 
section in perpendicular electric and magnetic fields is provided in chapter 4. It 
involves a sum over the final states of the photodetachment process. This 
summation includes a sum over harmonic oscillator levels, which are associated
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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with the motion in the x direction, and an integral over plane wave states, being 
associated with the motions in the y and z direction. Using a one-dimensional 
WKB approximation, and a stationary phase approximation to evaluate the 
resulting oscillatory integral, we calculate the cross section analytically. It is 
found that the condition for stationary phase is equivalent to the classically 
derived condition for returning orbits. Numerical results are in complete 
agreement with the semiclassical theory, within the limits of the approximation.
In the upper plot of figure I.4 the photodetachment cross section is 
calculated numerically from this purely quantum treatment7, and the smooth no­
field cross section is subtracted out leaving only its oscillatory structure. It is a 
wiggly function of photon energy. The origin is at E=0 (atomic units).
In the lower plots of figure I.4 we show the oscillatory structure of the 
semiclassical cross section, the smooth background having been subtracted 
out. At low energy there is one closed orbit. At an energy E-1.8 10'5 atomic 
units (9.133 scaled units) we have the first boundary orbit appearing, above 
which there are two more returning orbits. For energies above the first 
boundary energy it is the sum of each of these contributions ( j=0(a),1(a), and 
1 (b)) which gives the total semiclassical cross section. Notice the beats 
(alternation of constructive and destructive interference) in the oscillations. This
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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x polarized light
(H„=3/5T F=18 V/cm)
quantum oscillations
semiclassical oscillations
j=0(a) orbit
j-1 (a) orbit
j-1 (b) orbit
0.000000 0.000010 0.000020 0.000030 0.000040
E
Figure I.4: In the top graph we show the quantum mechanical oscillations 
associated with figure 3.1. We have subtracted out the no-field cross section 
and multiplied by a scaling factor. The graph immediately below this is the 
semiclassical oscillation derived from equation I.24 of chapter 3. There is very 
nice agreement between the two approaches. For energies less than the first 
boundary energy the sum in I.24 includes one term: the j=0(a) oscillation. For 
energies above Eb1 there are three terms involved in the summation and these 
arise from oscillations due to the orbits labelled j= 0(a), j = 1(a), and j= 1(b).
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is also plainly visible in the quantum spectrum. The oscillations are small, but 
may be detectable close to the threshold.
Presently no experiments on photodetachment in crossed fields have 
been carried out. Our predictions show that there are interesting phenomena 
here, and we hope that our calculations may guide future measurements.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 1: THE PHOTODETACHMENT CROSS SECTION
In chapter 1 a formula for the photodetachment cross section in the 
semiclassical approximation is derived, which is valid for any one of the three 
linear polarizations of the electromagnetic field. The principal physical idea is 
this: the initial state | 7 /) is modified by the dipole operator associated with the 
laser field to give a source function | D7/>. The Green’s function G* propa­
gates these waves outward at fixed energy within the "atomic" region, near the 
atomic core. At 50ao this quantum wave is joined to a semiclassical wave, 
which propagates along trajectories. The trajectories are turned around by the 
laboratory fields, some of which are returned to the origin. At around 50ao the 
returning semiclassical wave is very nearly a plane wave, and so we join it to a 
quantum mechanical plane wave, which we expand in partial waves. Finally, the 
incoming waves overlap with < 0 7 / 1, giving an interference pattern in the 
absorption spectrum.
In sections I and II the basic formulas of the theory are put forward, and 
the construction of the semiclassical wave function is discussed. The final state 
Hamiltonian is derived in section III, and the gauge function connecting the 
atomic gauge with the external gauge is calculated. The initial state is
16
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evaluated, complete with proper gauge dependent phase, in section IV. In 
section V the Green’s function is defined. The outgoing quantum wave is cal­
culated in section VI. Using results from the previous sections we derive the 
photodetachment cross section in section VII.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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I. BASIC FORMULAS FOR SPECTRA
The energy of the detached electron Is denoted by E. The binding 
energy of the electron to the negative ion is Eb= t f k \ l2 m 0 (Eb=Q.754eV), 
where me is the mass of the electron. The photon energy is expressed 
as Ep=Eb+E. The photodetachment cross section in the presence of 
perpendicular electric (F) and magnetic (H0) fields is related to an oscillator- 
strength density, Df(E), in the following way
a = —  e2^Df(E) 1.1
mgc
It has been shown by Du and Delos3 that the oscillator-strength density can be 
expressed as
Df(E) = -  2m° f p lm {DU,16 * | DT/) I.2
7t>r
and the cross section is then
c = .i22L ^ - 2 E p lm (D V ,\G '\D H f) I.3
C
The outgoing Green’s function is denoted by g * . The dipole operator is equal 
to the projection of the electron coordinate onto the direction of polarization of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the field
D mT
l * ° l 1.4
A  = A 0 en*»r' at) + A0m e-‘^ ' r- at)
where 4 ° is the vector potential for the electromagnetic wave. This dipole 
operator may therefore be written as D=axx+ayy+azz, with polarization 
coefficients for the radiation field given by
> 1 °  A 0 A °
ax = — 2— ay= ^ ~  az = - ^ ~  1.5
\A°\ \A°\ \A°\
If, for example, the light is polarized along the x axis, then ax=1, and ay=az=0. 
In this chapter we will derive a general expression for the cross section, valid for 
light polarized along any one of the three directions.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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II. SEMICLASSICAL PROPAGATION OF WAVES
The negative hydrogen ion sits at rest at the origin of the coordinate 
system with the electron in the initial state T y(r). The laser photodetaches the 
valence electron producing outgoing waves. These waves propagate from the 
"atomic" region, where a short range atomic potential dominates, into the 
"externaF1 region where it is the perpendicular electric and magnetic fields which 
primarily determine the dynamics of the electron. It is in this external region 
that the semiclassical approximation can be used to describe the propagation of 
these waves, and thus provide a correlation between the oscillations in the 
quantum spectrum and the closed orbits of the classical particle.
Given a wave function on an initial surface, the semiclassical approx­
imation provides a method for propagating the outgoing waves within the 
external region. Consider a three-dimensional system with coordinates q. 
Consider a two-dimensional surface in this three dimensional space, and let q° 
represent two coordinates intrinsic to this surface. Let a wave function be 
specified on this initial surface as
/S£a!l HI
H U 0) = A { q ° )  e  *
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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A semiclassical approximation to the solution Y to the Schrodinger equation is 
given by
II.2
where
SjOl) * S(4*) + f  p-dt/
A j U )  =
1/2
det agy(ftgy) 
3 (^ /° )  J
II.3
The integral for Sj(q) is evaluated on a classical trajectory having energy E, 
emanating from an initial surface at q® and arriving at q. The sum is over all 
returning trajectories which arrive at the point q from different points q° on the 
initial surface. The Jacobian, J(t,q°), is evaluated by examining the divergence 
of adjacent trajectories from each central trajectory going from q° to q. The 
quantity pj in equation II.2 is the Maslov index.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The Maslov index is calculated by counting caustics and foci. Caustics 
and foci are singular points where J(q) goes to zero and therefore A(q) goes to 
infinity. These singular points produce additional phase shifts of the wave, and 
these phase shifts are described by the Maslov index.
Caustics are envelopes or boundaries of a family of trajectories. At a 
caustic the trajectories curve back over each other, leaving a boundary between 
a classically allowed and a classically forbidden region. There are several types 
of topology associated with caustics of a Hamiltonian system. In the present 
case the caustics are of the simplest type, known as a "fold". As the trajectory 
passes through the fold the Maslov index increases by 1, and the wave under­
goes a phase loss of it 12.
There is another type of singular region. At a focus, where trajectories 
converge from all directions, the Jacobian will also go to zero. Associated with 
the focus is a phase shift. In the present problem foci are located equidistant 
along the negative y axis. Since x(t) and y(t) both pass linearly through zero at 
the singular point a phase loss of -n/2 is produced.
By examining the classical equations of motion it will be possible to 
determine, for a particular closed orbit, the number of caustics and foci 
encountered.
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III. THE HAMILTONIAN AND SCHRODINGER’S EQUATION
We treat photodetachment as a one-electron process. We imagine that 
there is a short-range, spherically-symmetric potential Vb(r) which loosely binds 
the active electron to the hydrogen atom. The most important fact about the 
applied electric and magnetic fields is that they are weak in atomic units. 
Therefore, although they greatly affect the large-scale motion of the electron, 
they have a negligible effect on the motion at small scales. On an atomic 
length-scale, the electron moves on a straight line at constant speed.
Nevertheless the existence of the perpendicular electric and magnetic 
fields destroys any symmetry of the classical or quantum mechanical equations 
of motion. They are most easily expressed in a Cartesian coordinate system. It 
is useful to write the classical equations in Hamiltonian form; however when 
using the Hamiltonian framework for particles in magnetic fields, we must 
constantly remind ourselves that the canonical momentum is not simply equal 
to the mass times the velocity. Moreover, the form of the Hamiltonian depends 
upon the gauge that is chosen to represent the electromagnetic potentials. We 
find that one choice ("atomic gauge") is natural in the vicinity of the hydrogen 
atom (r<10ao) and a different choice ("external gauge") is natural far away from 
the atom (r>10ao).
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Wave functions in the two gauges differ by a position-dependent phase 
factor. Therefore when we write down a wave function representing the motion 
of the electron in a particular region of space, we must always specify which 
gauge we are using. In particular the phase factor necessarily appears when 
we join wave functions near the atom (normally written in atomic gauge) to 
those in the external region (normally written in external gauge).
In this section the two gauges are defined, and Schrodinger’s equation 
derived for both. As r-»0 it is shown that the Schrodinger equation in the atomic 
gauge reduces to the familiar differential equation for H\ The gauge function is 
derived and the initial state in the atomic gauge is related to the initial state in 
the external gauge.
A. The Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian is given by
2/77-
p+ —A 
c
- e V 111.1
where e is the absolute value of the electron charge. If we choose the
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potentials in the following way ("atomic gauge")
4>atm= -F x
then the Hamiltonian is
H = ^
atm~ 2me
2 1 _
Px + -Zme<*B X+- + eFx+ 2 m. p\
III.3
where the electron cyclotron frequency is given by
*H 0
“ s '  —  mgc
We will also use the following potentials ("external gauge")
A =™ ext H0X-
cF
(O n
III.5
0
2/77,
/ F N2
U l \ b /
I.6
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In this case the Hamiltonian is
11 1 2 1 2 
w = ~2m0 + 2 x+-
e F  1 2
Py+~zzrPzm9q s y 2m„
The momenta in the y direction are related in the following way
_afrn _«xf <?F
Py = P y '  —(t>B
I.8
B. Schrddinger’s Equation
1) Atomic gauge
Consider Schrddinger’s equation in the atomic gauge
gatmxpalm _ 1 -2 1Px + -^moWB2 m 0 r *  2
x + + eFx T aim
1 P2z -o V b(r)2m.
xpatm
m.g
and Vb is the potential binding the electron to the atom. If r is sufficiently small
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and the applied fields are weak compared to Vb,
1 _2 1 2 1 2
2 m / ' * 2m ' ' 'P y  + - z z r P z - 0 V b ( r )2/77,
1.10
which is the familiar Schrodinger’s equation for the negative ion. In this 
approximation the canonical momentum (p) reduces to the kinetic momentum 
mev=:hk.
2) External gauge
Using the potentials of the external gauge we write Schrodinger’s 
equation as
^extx^ext_ 1 _2 1 „  2  Px + ~Z^oViB2m„ 2 9 0 )
- 2 £ - im9a B
jWCt
1.11
1 p l - e v „ ( r )
2/77,
Wext
If r is small as before, this reduces to
^  ext ext _ 1 2 1 2 Q F  1 2 _ 1/  / -\
zj Pjt + 0  P y ~ ~  P y  + n  P z ~  0 ^ > ( 0  2 /77„  2m„ '  m0u>g 7 2 /77,
Y ** 111.12
The linear term in py may not be neglected since it is possible for the ratio F/qb 
to be very large. In the external gauge, then, as r-»0 Schrodinger’s equation
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does not reduce to the familiar differential equation governing the wave function 
of H'.
3) The gauge function
Near the origin the two potentials are related by a gauge transformation9 
(A). If the “atomic" wave function satisfies the Schrodinger equation
then the "external" wave function is related to y atm by a gauge transformation
j=  atm ip  atm 111.13
111.14
and satisfies the differential equation
where
^ e x t ~ ^a tm  + ^  A ^e x t~  ^atm 1  5A c dt
111.16
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We make the identification that
%A = —  y -1 3A 0 f F]
tob c d f 2 /na COa
.17
and solving the differential equations for the gauge function we find
A= -c — y *  
0
0
Un 2m.
F)2t
l ° > a j
111.18
The connection between the two wave functions, as well as the conserved 
energies, is therefore given by
xPaim(x,y,z) = 0 *“ • 0 zy'm»\a° l  t 9Xt(x,y,z)
)^oxt^x,y,z)
111.19(a)
gatm _ gaxt + 1
2m.
I _\2
co0 111.19(b)
where vdrift is the E cross B drift velocity. The transformation to external gauge 
is analogous to a transformation into a frame that is moving at the drift velocity.
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More precisely, the momentum in the external gauge is the mass times the 
velocity as seen in a frame moving at the drift velocity. However, coordinates in 
external gauge are still x, y, and z, the same as in the stationary frame.
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IV. THE INITIAL WAVE FUNCTION AND DIPOLE OPERATOR
We have shown in the previous section that in the atomic gauge, when r 
is small, Schrodinger’s equation has the familiar form. Therefore in this region, 
and in this gauge, we can use a familiar approximation to this wave function 
which has been found in the past to be quite accurate:
B0 is a "normalization" constant, which must be chosen with care; the 
appropriate value is 0.31552 in atomic units. The constant kb is related to the 
binding energy of the valence electron Eb= tf l$ l2 m e, as stated earlier. In the 
external gauge the spatial part of the initial wave function, at small r, is given by 
equation 111.19
IV. 1
IV. 2
or
T e« '= e 'k“ >r fl(r) V^fe.cp) IV.3(a)
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and we have defined the quantity R(r) as
._______ IV.3(b)
Note that even for weak fields we cannot neglect the gauge function inside the 
atomic region (r<10ao). Although for available laboratory fields F is small in 
atomic units, &>B could be much smaller. Only in atomic gauge is there a simple 
limit F-+0, Ho-»0.
When the dipole operator acts on these states it connects Y0 0(6,<p) to
Y1i±1(e,<p),
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This may be rewritten in the following way
l-^ -y
DY,art> = e u>fl rR(r) E C  r,
m'
IV. 5
The coefficients, hq‘ . .  involve ay) a,,, and a,, as well as Clebsch-Gordon
1 ,m' ’ A y *
coefficients.
The relationship for | DltJ**) follows from the fact that the position of the 
electron is r= rs in (0)cos(<p)x+rsin(0)sin(<p)y+rcos(0) z  and the follow­
ing formulas
(/+;n+1)(/+m+2 ) y  + 
(2/+1 )(2/+3) M,/n+1
IV.6
( / - m )( l -m -1) y  
(2 /+1)(2 / - 1) M,/n+1
IV.7
( l+ m )( l+ m -‘\) y  
(2 /+1)(2 / - 1) 1M,m-1
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f y ; w cos(e)rlmd a ^ (/+m +1)(l-m +1)  v  
(2/+1 )(2/+3) M.m
IV.8
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V. THE GREEN’S FUNCTION
When the laser photodetaches the electron, outgoing waves are 
produced. The binding potential has a short range. These waves quickly 
propagate outside the influence of the atom and through a region (3ao<r<50ao) 
where the atomic potential and the applied fields have no effect. (Recall that 
they modify only the large-scale motion of the electron.) Therefore the Green’s 
function which propagates these waves is the Green’s function of a free particle, 
and satisfies the following differential equation
- ¥ - [ V 2 + k z ]G ( r ,T ' ]E )  = i > { r - r ' )  v.1
2m„
[% z + k 2]G(r, r ' - ,E)  = ^ & ( r - r ' )  v .2
This equation, and its associated Green’s function, are written here in atomic 
gauge. Morse and Feshbach10 (part 1, page 831) give a formula for the
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Green’s function in generalized coordinates:
pU sU s ')e=-
2 m0
[ * ’1h2h$
V.3
h,, h2, and h3 are scale factors related to the generalized coordinates. 
are eigenfunctions of the coordinates \ 2 and $3 such that
V.4
The Wronskian is denoted by wfy^.y^). For our system the expansion is made 
In terms of the spherical harmonics and the spherical Bessel, and Hankel 
functions. Explicitly
*1= kr y ^  = J ' iW  hi = k
£2 = 0 y2q = h j(kr) h2 = k r
$3=<P h3 = krs\n(Q)
p(€2,53) = sin(0) w{y^,y2 ) =
(kr)z
V.5
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Upon substitution of the various quantities
@atm~'
Zm9 k
{k r f  sine
sine
V.6
£  V , „ ( e ,  f )  Y l J » W ) & £ M k r < ) h ; < k r , )
t,m '
G;tm = ^ ^ k Y :  Y , je ,v )  Y U Q ' .^ M k rJ h K k rJ V.7
The gauge transformation from atomic to external gives
>><!>«G + _ e% ""a
ext~ e
-2/m ,
* £  v'(mC0.*p) v-8
We rewrite this in the following form
£  g ;  ( v ' )  Y ,n ( e . i> )  Y U e ' . v ' )
km
V. 9
where
9 ^ r , r ' )  =
- 2 /m* /r M k rJ h J ik rJ V.10
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The standard notation that r>=max{r,r’} and r<=min{r,r’} has been used.
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VI. EVALUATION OF THE QUANTITY
The quantity G*0Xt \ is the outgoing wave produced by the laser.
Collecting results (equations IV.5, V.9, and V.10) it is found that
& mt\D's7t) . ^ i k h ' d k r )
E  r«.(B.*>C/ Y ^ .^ d o f  vi.1
Q
QO
/ M k r1) r /3 R (r ')d r ' 
o
Defining the following quantities
x(e.<p)-E vi.2
m
W  -  /  / /(^ O  /"3 R(r') d r ' Vl.3
o
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the outgoing wave can be expressed as
O  D ^ T ) .  kh i(k r)  e " “ r i „  (*) x (6.<p) v u
Let us evaluate the radial integral. Dropping the primes
l , ( k ) - f j , ( k r ) r 3R (r)d r VI.5
The spherical Bessel function is written in the following manner
ii(kr) = VI.6
Substituting in for R(r), equation IV.3(b)
//(*) = B0
•0
| n  f  e arJv( f i r ) r> - 'd r VI.7
and a=kb, v =1+1/2, fJ=5/2, 0 =k. This integral can be found in Gradshteyn
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and Rhyzik11, page 711, equation 6.621.1(c) and is listed here.
VI.8
v +Ml 1 - p+v  v +1 ■ P 
2 ’ 2 ’ a2 + p2 J
Notice that with 1=1 the quantity involving 1-fj+v equals zero, and the 
Hypergeometric function (F) equals one. We obtain for the integral, therefore
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VII. CALCULATION OF THE CROSS SECTION
The Green’s function G+(q,q’;E) represents the waves at q which arise 
from a source at q’. Since the Green’s function sits between {DHf \ and 
| DU) , the relevant source points q’ and the field points q all lie within a few 
bohrs of the nucleus. Two types of waves arrive at q. First, there are waves 
which propagate outward from q’ to q without ever leaving the vicinity of the 
nucleus. Second, there are waves that propagate outward from q’, travel into 
the external region, are turned around by the perpendicular electric and 
magnetic fields, and return to the vicinity of the nucleus, finally arriving at q. 
The distinction between the two types is unambiguous. Therefore
G *(?,? ';£r) = G i(  <?';£) * J ';E ) VII.1
and so the cross section (equation I.3) is
o = ^ 2 L ^ -  2Ep/m(DT/ | | D U ))
C n
VII.2
* iZ jL  ^  2£,/m (O T,| 6 ^ 1 0 7 ,)
C ? i
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A. The Direct Part is Specified
Since the atomic potential is of short range, once the electron is 
photodetached it experiences only a weak interaction with the neutral hydrogen 
atom. For waves arriving at points q within approximately 50ao of the atom, the 
laboratory fields can still be neglected. Again, they only affect the large scale 
motion. As a consequence the relevant Green’s function is just the free particle 
Green’s function. It follows that the direct contribution to the Green’s function 
must give the absorption spectrum that would occur in the absence of the 
laboratory fields.
The direct contribution to the cross section is given by
An(DT(|d * , |D * ,>
C n
VII.3
With the earlier definition
X (6 .< p )-£  tf.mYy.mi0-<P) VII.4
m
equation IV.5 can be written in the external gauge as
l - ^ - y
\ D H ? )  = 9  r/?(r)x (0,<p)
VII.5
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Now since is the free particle outgoing wave Green’s function written in 
external gauge, and G*gxt | is given by equation VI.4, we have that the
imaginary part of the matrix element (equation VII.3) can be expressed as
- l-2£-y
lm ( D ^ f \ d * dlr\ D l ! f )  = lm [ 0  rR { r ) x *(6,<p)
VII.6
,JiLy
kh l(kr)  e / „ ( * )  x (e,«p) dr
The Hankel function is given by hj  (kr) =/)( kr) + /ri,(k r ) . Since both integrals 
are real, taking the imaginary part gives
M D ' f f  I <3** I D T " i  = - - ^ / r / M J f h, ( k r ) r 3R(r) dr
*  0 VII.7
or
I m i D v f  I (S^l D t ? )  - ^ 5  k l l , (At) / x *(e,<p) x(e,<p) da  VII.8
Q
The orthogonality of the spherical harmonics makes the angular integration
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trivial
|2 1.m I
and the imaginary part of the matrix element is
Im iDvr  I <3*1 D u f )  - ^  kf%i(k) £  1
m
Substituting in for / 21 (equation VI.9)
I m i D ^ f  | di^| DY,e;rt> = -3 2 n /n* /r3 I#,*' iI ®1,m I
Since
* * )
adjr (equation VI1.3) is just
® dir ~
64lCJ 02 fr3 ,2
°oT~7 “ T ~  2^ l°1./nl
(k b+kz) *  n,
VII.9
VII.10
2 Vll.11
VII.12
VII. 13(a)
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64 ft2 p2 k z g2 VII.13(b)
adir is just the no-field cross section (<j0). We have used the fact that (referring 
to equation IV.4)
For polarizations in either the y or z directions the same result applies (see 
appendix 1). The direct contribution to the cross section is independent of the 
direction of the polarization of the light.
B. The Returning Part is Specified
Now we want to calculate the quantity
VII.14
1_
3
VII.15
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or
° /*  =
- 2 l t  Q2 n , -  rymOXt
*
2E_ lm{DH, |T ref) VII.16
To calculate T ^ r )  the following reasoning is used. G ^JDY,} is a 
wave that propagates outward from the atomic core where | DT,) is substan­
tial. At approximately 50ao these outgoing waves are joined to semiclassical 
waves on a sphere. The semiclassical waves are correlated with trajectories, 
and with each trajectory that returns to the sphere there is an associated 
returning semiclassical wave function. It will only be the returning trajectories 
that form a substantial overlap with {DY, | . Near the atomic core the returning 
semiclassical wave function is proportional to a quantum mechanical plane 
wave. The two are joined and the quantum mechanical plane wave continues 
to propagate inward. Thus a returning wave is associated with each closed 
orbit, and the full returning wave T ref(r) is the sum of such returning waves.
1) The direct part produces an outgoing wave 
In section VI an analytic expression for G ^ j o y ®**) was derived, and 
this was given by equation VI.4. With the source points q ’ only a few bohrs 
from the atomic core let us evaluate the outgoing waves arising from g ^. at 
points q around 50ao from the core. In this region we can use the asymptotic
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expansion for the Hankel function, which is given by
VII.17
to obtain from equation VI.4 that
VII.18
The outgoing wave is a gauge-transformed, outgoing spherical wave with the 
angular dependent function x(6.<p)-
2) The outgoing wave is joined to a semiclassical wave 
We now wish to continue this wave into the region where the laboratory 
fields cannot be neglected. This continuation is accomplished with a semi­
classical approximation. In order to construct the semiclassical wavefunction a 
two-dimensional surface with two intrinsic coordinates q° is defined. In this 
regard we choose a spherical surface centered at the origin with radius 
rout=50ao. The spherical angles 60ut, and <pout are chosen as the two 
coordinates of the surface. From section II we have that
,/( Sj(t)ph-\i/nl2 ) II.2
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where the sum is over all returning orbits. Certain initial conditions, identified 
with the coordinates {/'{xrfl0^trf(<p^) and kinetic momentum k 1^ ,  give rise to 
orbits which return at various times to the sphere centered at the origin with 
radius rret (closed orbits). We are careful to make a distinction between the 
outgoing initial surface and the returning surface for reasons which will be 
apparent later. There is only a finite set of these closed orbits, because at long 
times the E cross B drift velocity sweeps the electron from the region of the 
atom. Each closed orbit is identified by one subscript. We speak of the jth 
closed orbit.
The quantity is given by evaluating equation VII.18 on the
initial surface with the appropriate initial conditions such that there is a returning 
orbit. The remaining quantities are all calculated from the classical equations of 
motion of an electron in perpendicular electric and magnetic fields. These are 
derived in chapter 2. Explicitly
*«<»■) ■ E
i
12m. 1 . , ,
_ £  J -  e '  " ‘ I /M ( O  X ( f> L  v L )
out VII.19
Jj(tg)
J j( t )
1/2
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3) The semiclassical wave returns
Each point on the initial sphere with radius rout defines a set of initial 
conditions for the classical problem. Integrating the equations of motion we 
follow the trajectory through space. Leaving the atomic region the electron 
interacts with the laboratory fields and the trajectory is turned around by the 
fields. Initial conditions giving rise to closed orbits return at various times to the 
sphere at rret. For each such orbit there is a point on the sphere defined by the 
coordinates p^,}, and it has a kinetic momentum given by k JM .
Around each closed orbit, or central trajectory, there is a family of 
trajectories which also returns to the sphere at rret. These trajectories stay close 
to the central trajectory and the ratio of Jacobians measures the classical 
density associated with this family of trajectories.
The returning wave function evaluated on the sphere defined by rret is 
given by
vUrL)*  E
i2m  1 . . .« 1 n \ I 1/1,1 \ . . /a !  / \2 , ® 'M out) X out> oof)
* /•'«* VII.20
W o)
Jj(tret)
1/2
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Inside this circle the semiclassical waves, associated with each returning orbit, 
are approximately equal to plane waves,
l(Rr x r - f ) r 
( r ) ~ N j e '  ' ° B * VII.21
where Nj is a normalization factor. It is determined by letting r-*rret in equation 
VII.21, and comparing to equation VII.20
Nr - 2 * - 7— /W (* '« * )  Xi&oufrVout)
^ f  out
W o) 1/2
e
Wrst)
VII.22
If the approximations we have made are valid, then Nj will be independent of the 
radius of the final sphere, rout. In equation VII.22, we can conveniently take the 
limit rout=rret-+0. In this limit the quantity
1 W o )
1/2
ri'  out W n « )
approaches a finite value, and Sj(tret) becomes the action integral over the full 
closed orbit, starting and ending at the origin.
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4) The returning wave overlaps the initial state
The returning wave overlaps the initial state. To calculate the overlap of 
the returning wave with the source function, we need the partial-wave expansion 
of the returning wave. The partial wave expansion of a plane wave is given by
e'c '=  4 * £  (O'Mkr) V(„(0,<p) ^ ( e ' V )  vn.24
</n
and so expanding equation VII.21 in partial waves
* £ , ( 0  = 4 U)'i ,(k‘Mr) Yim(6.v ) Y;m(ekL ,9k,J  VII.25
l,m
We would like to express this in terms of the angles 6fet and <pret. Since
- 0wf
VII.26
P,m( cose J  = (-1 )/^ P /m(-cos0 /8f) 
e/m* = (-1 )m
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We have that
l - ° L y
v U r ) ‘ 4 * N ,e  “ *• £  ( - i ) ' U k ‘mr) Ytj e . v ) vl1-27
km
with Nj given above. Substituting equation VII.5, which we include here
DU?*) = e r R ( r ) VII.5
and equation VII.27 into the expression for a(et (equation VII.16)
V m'
VII.28
{ M k L r ' ) r ,3m r ' ) d r '
which can be written as
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We have used the definition for x(0,<p) and l,=1(k), equations VI.2 and VI.3, 
respectively. Substituting in the expression for Nj, taking the imaginary part, and 
summing over all returning orbits ( j ) we have that
°« f =
-16*2 e2 2mgEp
1 y t 0)
r 1'  out Jj(tflBt)
1/2
i l A x  (eL.<p/«» )x , (e /« .'P /»t)]
s i n  ( Sj( trot)ft\ -  h / t c  / 2 )
VII.30
The angular part of this expression is real.
Up to this point all our work has been of a general nature, i.e. the 
equations which have been derived are valid for any one of the linear 
polarizations. It was shown in part A that the direct contribution to the cross 
section was independent of the polarization. The angular overlap of the 
outgoing initial wave with the returning wave, given by the quantity %% of aret, 
contains the only dependence upon the polarization of the electromagnetic field.
C. The Cross Section
The total cross section is the sum of the contributions from the direct 
term of the Green’s function and the return term of the Green’s function:
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CT=CTdir+aret. From equations VII.13(b) and VII.30 we have that
°</=°0 + E  Cjq(E) sin*j(E)  VII.31
where the summation is over all closed orbits.
The quantity cr0 of equation VII.31 is the no-field photodetachment cross 
section and is given by the formula
64 it2 Bt k 3 a2 o0 = 0 ------ H VII.32
3c (k 2b+k2)3
The phase $.(E) of the sinusoidal oscillations is given by
* j (E ) VII.33
Sj(tret) is the classical action for the returning orbit. The returning orbit passes 
through any number of caustics and foci on its way back to the origin. At each 
singular point (a caustic or foci) the phase undergoes a change of -jt/ 2. The 
Maslov index is equal to the total number of singular points the electron passes
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through on its journey. The phase $j(E) is independent of the direction of 
polarization.
The amplitude of the oscillation C q(E) is proportional to the ratio of the 
initial Jacobian to the final Jacobian
The quantity /M (fr) is given by equation VI.9. The angular function % is defined 
by equation VI.2. This quantity must be calculated seperately for x-, y-, and z- 
polarized light.
In the next chapter we examine the nature of the orbits of an electron in 
perpendicular electric and magnetic fields. We discuss criterion for returning 
orbits as well as derive expressions for the Jacobian and evaluate its Maslov 
index. The classical action is also evaluated.
_ 16*2 e2
VII.34
v  1 4 ( 0  1/2 .2 
/ -------------------- ' M [% (0 {tf. <Piut) X * ( 0 9 L ) \
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CHAPTER 2: THE CLASSICAL MOTION
In chapter 2 we examine the character of trajectories for an electron in 
perpendicular electric and magnetic fields. Certain classical quantities required 
for the construction of a semiclassical wave function, and consequently the 
evaluation of the photodetachment cross section (chapter 1, equation VII.31) 
are calculated.
The motion of the electron can be separated into a motion along the z 
axis, and a motion in the x-y plane. For returning orbits p2 must equal zero. 
Motion in the x-y plane is that of a trochoid: a circular motion about a center 
superposed upon a translational motion down the y axis. For returning orbits 
the linear speed must be less than the circular speed.
At low energy (E) there is one returning orbit. As the energy increases 
the trajectories change their shape and at each of a set of discrete boundary 
energies a new closed orbit arises. The newly formed orbit separates into a 
pair with the slightest increase of energy. For any given energy E, other than 
the boundary energies, there are (2j+1) returning orbits.
57
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In section I the equations of motion are derived in the external gauge. A 
condition for returning orbits is calculated and the boundary orbits identified in 
sections II and III. The Jacobian, along with the Maslov index, are evaluated 
along a returning trajectory in section IV. The classical action is derived in 
section V.
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I. EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN THE EXTERNAL GAUGE
In the external gauge, which was defined in the first chapter, the 
Hamiltonian takes the form
Ha* = i r —Px + i  9X1 2m0 2 B
GF _ 1 2
P y + n  m  P z  m,  0)s r  2/77,
1.1
Defining the quantity
1 2 1 _  2 —— p /  + —mg oo»
2 m. 2 * B
1.2
the Hamiltonian may be reexpressed as
u  „ 0 ^  „  1 _2
"ext ~ G Py+ Om P*m ,a)s 7 2/77,
1.3
This is a convenient form because it is easy to show (for example using 
Poisson brackets) that e, pyI and pz are independently conserved.
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Parameters in equation 1.1 can be eliminated by making the canonical 
scale change defined by the equations
* ' "  m&~eF X
eF 1.4
H'  = m,
/  \2  <os
\ e F )
H
t' -  Cl ig  t
In these variables, the Hamiltonian takes on the following uncomplicated form
1.5
or if we drop the primes
H - \ p ‘  + h x *Py? -  P y *^P * 1.6
In scaled variables the total energy is
£ = e - p y + l p 2
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The fact that we are able to find a transformation which completely
removes the dependence of the Hamilton on the field strengths is somewhat
suprising. The physical significance of this fact can be stated in the following
ways. (1) The shapes of the trajectories do not depend on the electric and
magnetic fields and the energy seperately, but only upon the scaled energy,
2
which is given by E'=me E. (2) If we determine the trajectories at all
bF)
energies for any one fixed value of electric and magnetic fields, then we have 
determined trajectories at all energies for any values of electric and magnetic 
fields.
Hamilton’s equations of motion are given by
P , . . m  ; 4 |. J «  I.8
a <7, ' ap,
Carrying out the differentiations then gives
* ( 0  = P ,(0
y{ t )  = x { t ) +pyo- l  1.9(a)
* ( 0  =P:«
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P x (0 = * (0 +Pyo
P y ( t ) = 0  1.9(b)
P ,(0=0
Initial conditions for the trajectories arise from the fact that the electron is 
photodetached from the hydrogen ion which sits at the origin of our coordinate 
system. Upon detachment the electron has some initial momentum. The initial 
conditions are given by
*(/=£)) = 0
1.10
p( t= ° ) ‘ P * j * p r. ? + p , j
In integrating the equations of motion it is convenient to define the angle <p by 
the relations
P ysin<J>= 0
V2e
1.11
, Px. cos<J> =
v/2e
<p is the azimuthal angle which defines the initial direction of the canonical 
momentum vector in the x-y plane.
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With these initial conditions, solving the differential equations 1.9(a) 
and 1.9(b), gives the position and momentum as functions of time:
x(t)  = v/2e[sin(f+<J>) -sin<j>]
y(t)  = -v/2e[cos(f+<J>) -cos<j>]- t 1.12(a)
* ( 0  = P2J
Px( 0=  * ( 0
Py( t)= y ( t ) - x ( t )  +1 = pyo 1.12(b)
Pz(0= PZo
Once again notice that the velocity is not proportional to the momentum. The 
velocity in the y direction and the position in the x direction change in such a 
way as to keep the momentum py a constant. From equation I.2, or equation
1.12 the conserved quantity c is
' 4 ^ 4 ^  '■13
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II. RETURNING ORBITS
We recognize the equations of motion in the x-y plane to be the paramet­
ric representation of a trochoid: circular motion about a center superposed 
upon a translational motion. The circular motion is due primarily to the 
interaction of the electron with the magnetic field. The radius of this motion is 
given by the quantity v/2e , which (since the angular velocity is equal to 1 in 
scaled units) also represents the speed of the circular motion, e is that part of 
the kinetic energy which is associated with the circular motion. The translation 
of the electron is called the E cross B drift. The drift speed is _ eF ■ in 
scaled units it has a fixed value -1.
We can now give the following interpretation to n . Initially, since theyp
electron starts at x=0, equation 1.12(b) implies that p=v+-\y  or, in unsealed 
variables p=me(V-V<m) . Hence p 0lm„  is the initial velocity of the electron 
as seen in a frame that is moving at the drift velocity. Again we reiterate that 
the quantity \po | Jma=J2.elm9 is the constant speed associated with the 
circular motion.
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The ratio between the drift speed and the circular speed determines the 
character of the trochoidal motion.
—— < 1 prolate: self-intersecting
^2e
—— = 1 cycloid 11.1
y[2~e
— > 1 curtate
\/2g
The three types of trochoidal motion are depicted in figure 2.1. The 
cycloid with its cusp is the most familiar. When the the drift speed is less than 
the circular speed we have the prolate trochoid. The prolate trochoid has 
points of self-intersection, and these give rise to closed orbits. When the drift 
speed is greater than the circular speed the curtate trochoid exists. This 
trochoid has no points of self-intersection.
Figures 2.2(a), 2.2(b), and 2.2(c) show a whole family of orbits in the x-y 
plane for total scaled energies E=20, E=Eb2, and E=40, respectively. Each 
trajectory of a family has the same total energy. For all three energies one 
clearly sees a circular (harmonic) motion superposed upon the drift of the 
electron. The trajectories all focus on a point on the negative y-axis after one 
cyclotron time. The motion in the x direction is confined, while the motion in the 
y direction is not. The caustics, or boundaries between classically allowed and
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y___________
1
prolate
-2 X
( l
-7
------ '  2
\  j>cycloid
curtate)
figure 2.1: For any returning orbit, the momentum in the z direction must be 
zero. The motion of the electron is therefore confined to the x-y plane. 
Furthermore the equations for x(t) and y(t) are the parametric representation of 
a trochoid. We have circular motion around a center which moves at constant 
speed down the y-axis. If the linear speed exceeds the circular speed (J2e), 
the trajectory is curtate. If the circular speed is larger the trajectory is prolate. 
When they are equal it is a cycloid.
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y
x
figure 2.2(a): The following figures extend the energies for a similar set of plots 
included in the introduction. In the introduction the families of trajectories were 
chosen with energies that were close to the first boundary energy. Here we 
display families of trajectories where the energies are chosen near the second 
boundary energy. Certain general comments can be made about the series of 
plots. For E=20, the circular motion about a center superposed upon drift 
motion is clearly visible. The motion in the x direction is confined, while the 
motion in the y direction is not.
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y
20 -
-40-
figure 2.2(b): As the energy increases to E=Eb2 the radius of the circular motion 
also increases. The caustics, or boundaries between classically allowed and 
classically forbidden regions are apparent. Portions of the caustic below the x 
axis move upward toward the origin and at the boundary energy (Eb2-29) a 
caustic, in this case the second, has come tangent to the origin. A new closed 
orbit is created.
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x
figure 2.2(c): Among the various trajectories one can trace out certain orbits 
that return to the origin. The returning orbits for the three energies are depicted 
in figure 2.6. We mention here that the boundary orbit separates into two 
similar, but distinct, closed orbits as the caustic moves above the origin.
Finally, notice that all trajectories are refocused at multiples of the cyclotron time 
along the y axis.
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forbidden regions are apparent. As the energy increases from 20 to 40 scaled 
units, portions of the caustics which lie below the x-axis move toward the origin, 
because the radius of the circular motion increases. At boundary energies, as 
is the case for Eb2-29 scaled units, the caustic has come tangent to the origin 
and new closed orbits are created.
In figure 2.3 we show the nature of the increase in points of self­
intersection as the energy increases. The solid curve, a trajectory of total 
scaled energy E=8, has one point of self-intersection located at the origin. As 
the energy is increased the circular motion becomes larger and the number of 
intersections increases. At a scaled energy of 20 (dashed curve) the number of 
self-intersections has increased to three. The point of intersection located at 
the origin gives rise to a balloon shaped orbit. At this higher energy other 
intersections of the curve (closed orbits) exist, however. The two additional 
intersections provide two new closed orbits. These orbits are heart shaped. 
Again, as the energy increases further (E>20) more intersections occur along 
with their corresponding returning orbits.
Let us now give quantitative conditions for returning orbits. As stated 
above the trochoid must be prolate and pz=0. From energy conservation we 
must have that E=e-py . Since for returning orbits x(tret)=0 the possible
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figure 2.3: The drift velocity is fixed at cF/H0. Increasing the electron energy 
puts more energy into the circular motion, therefore curtate orbits disappear 
and prolate orbits become more tightly wound. As the total scaled energy (E) 
increases the number of points of self-intersection increases. For example, the 
solid curve has one point of intersection, and this produces one closed orbit. 
The dashed curve has three points of intersection, and each corresponds to a 
closed orbit. If the atom is placed at any of the three intersections, then 
outgoing electrons return to the atom. Conversely, for any location of the atom 
there is a set of three initial conditions which ensure returning orbits. As the 
total energy increases further, the trochoid is still more tightly wound, and 
additional closed orbits occur.
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return times are given by
' " ' = 2/”  11.2
W = - 2<t> + (2/-*-1)it
For the first case y(2j7r)=-2j7r; these are not returns to the origin. Instead we 
have found the times at which the electron passes through the foci. The foci 
are located along the negative y axis, and are spaced at intervals of 2\n in
scaled units or 2j% e^  . The source is identified by j=0, the first focus at
me<*B
j = 1, etc.
Only the second equation in II.2 can give times for returns to the origin. 
Substituting this expression
x(tr0t) = y/2e [ sin ( -2<J> + (2y+1) k + <j>) -  sin4> ]
  11 r
= ^2e [ sin( -<J> + it ) -  sin<j> ]
=  0
We must also have that y(tret)=0. This gives a condition relating the azimuthal
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angle 0 to the circular energy e:
-\/2e[cos(-2<J) + (2/+1)it +<|>)-COS<j>] + 2<J>-(2/+1)n = 0 
2(J> + 2V2ecos(<J>)-(2./+1) ir = 0
The second equations of 11.4 and 11.2 also imply fwf-2v/2ec»s<j>=0. If the 
return time is to be positive then cosfa) must be defined on the interval from 
{-7r/2,7r/2}, where it is positive definite. This also means that it is the positive
branch of the square root in n = + ,/2e-p„2 that we must take. The initial x-*0 Y Jo
component of momentum (and velocity) must be positive for returning orbits, 
i.e. the electron must begin moving against the electric force.
Some additional manipulations reduce equation 11.5 to an equation 
involving only e and the fixed total energy E. Using the definitions given in 
equation 1.11, equation II.5 reduces to
n.5
11.6
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Additionally, the relationship
-1/ I.7
can be used to convert this to
2e -  p/o2 -  cos-1 -  j i t  = 0 1.8
By energy conservation we must have that pw= e -E  and thereforer yp
sj2e -  (e -E )2 - cos'1 - j i t  =0 11.9
Given the total energy E, and the integer j, this transcendental equation 
can be solved numerically for e. This gives the initial conditions of the closed 
orbit. The dependence upon the parameter j is due to the fact that the inverse 
trigonometric functions have an infinite number of branches.
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For comparison with later formulas, we found it convenient to write 
equation 11.9 in a different way. Factoring out J2 ef  we have
1 - f ( e/ - £ >
2 !
------ -— COS-1 ( < « # - * > )
. ^  . V 2 i ; k V2 ®/ > ^27j
jn  = 0
Coming out of scaled variables
v / 2 ^ ^
<0g
py o ~ F py°
and we let p. represent the value of n for the f 1 closed orbit
• '  J  n
1 - COS '  Pi
f p, (aF/(Og)
k \J2 m eej j  V2 /n »6/  \/2 m »ej )
The equation for energy conservation is transformed to
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Let us define define the following dimensionless variables
(e F I wB)u
vJ1 11.14
»e/
where is the ratio of the drift speed to the circular speed, and is the ratio 
of the initial y-component of the velocity associated with circular motion to the 
circular speed. In these variables, equation 11.12 has the form
^1 -  l)y -  OyCOS'1 (Uy) -  V j j l i  = 0
We express equation II.2 in this way because in chapter 4, where we discuss 
the quantum treatment of the photodetachment process, this form will again 
appear.
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III. BOUNDARY ORBITS
Given the total energy E, equation 11.10 or 11.12 is used to determine the 
value of €j for which there is a closed orbit. Using energy conservation 
(equation 11.13) we can determine the value for the momentum in the y direction 
(p.) for that returning orbit, e and n then determine the value of nv . The> r y 0 ~x0
initial conditions are then known. Let us now find how many closed orbits exist 
at each energy, and let us determine the boundary energies where new closed 
orbits appear.
Repeating equation II.9 we have that the criterion for closed orbits is
the solutions to which are e = ej. In figure 2.4 the left-hand side of equation 111.1 
has been plotted at several values of the total energy E, as a function of e. The 
right-hand side has also been plotted for j=0 and j=1. For a given energy E 
the function on the left has a single maximum. The right-hand side is a 
constant for fixed j. Notice that for all energies the maximum of the left-hand 
side is greater than zero and therefore one solution exists for j=0 at all energies 
(equation III.3). At low values of E the maximum of the left-hand side is less
111.1
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6.0
tangent point
4.0
2.0
0.0 E=E(b1) E=15E=
- 2.0
-4.0
30.020.010.0
circular energy (e)
0.0
figure 2.4: We give here a graphical solution to equation 111.1, which is the 
criterion for closed orbits. The roots of this equation are represented by 
intersections of the curves (left-hand side) and the horizontal line (right-hand 
side: \n). For all classically allowed energies a solution exists for equation 111.1 
with j=0. If j= 1, and the total scaled energy is E= 1, the maximum of the left- 
hand side of equation 111.1 does not reach the value jr. For this energy there 
are no solutions for j>1. For a scaled energy of E=15 there are two inter­
sections of the curve with the line, where j =1. There are consequently two 
solutions to equation 111.1 with E=15 and j = 1. These solutions are given by the 
energies ej(a) and ei(b), where j=1, and are the initial conditions for two returning 
orbits. There are also boundary energies, such as Eb1 -9, where the left and 
right-hand sides of equation 111.1 are equal. At these energies the maximum of 
the curve has come tangent to the horizontal line defined by j it. As the energy 
is increases from Eb1 the closed orbit associated with the tangency separates to 
form two distinct closed orbits.
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than jt and so no solutions exist for j= l .  At large enough values of E the 
function on the left has a maximum which is greater than n. In this case there 
are two roots to equation 111.1 where j =1, and hence two returning orbits, which 
are labelled j(a) and j(b).
There is another class of orbits which we call boundary orbits. At the 
energy Eb1, the curve representing the left-hand side is tangent to the line j=1. 
A new closed orbit is created at this energy. What are the boundary energies?
We may find the boundary energies by considering when the maximum 
of the left-hand side of equation 111.1 is equal to the right-hand side ( jw ). To 
find the maximum we differentiate with respect to e (it is easiest to use the 
function p(e) = e-E), holding E fixed. We set this equal to zero to obtain
d_
de
y/2e- p(e)2 -  cos-1 > (« )  ]
, \/2e J.
=  0
1
\/2e-p(e)2 
=  0
de. de 2e
1.2
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Since dp/de = 1, the maximum is at
P(eb) = P b = — - III.3
We can substitute this value for p(eb) into equation 111.1 and solve for the 
boundary energy eb numerically.
If eb is large, i.e the total energy Eb is large, we can obtain a simple 
analytic expression for the magnitude of eb. In this approximation pb is 
approximately equal to 2. Substituting this result back into equation 111.1
and we have expanded out the square root and inverse cosine keeping terms
Coming out of scaled variables the approximate energies for the boundary
III.4
to order -El .. . Solving for eb
\j2zb
III.5
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orbits are given by (for large eb)
111.6(a)
and from energy conservation
111.6(b)
In figure 2.5 we graphically display the results of the last two sections 
concerning returning orbits and boundary orbits. Given an energy E, which is 
not the energy of a boundary orbit, there are (2jmax+1) returning orbits 
associated with that energy. There are two orbits which arise from solving 
equation 111.1 for each given j, from j = 1 to jmax, and one orbit for j=0. These 
orbits are labelled j(a) and j(b), where ej(a)<eb<ej(b).
As the total energy is increased a boundary orbit is reached and the 
number of returning orbits increases by one, i.e. there is now an even number 
of returning orbits. Upon the slightest increase in total energy this new orbit 
separates into two orbits. The dashed curve in figure 2.5 is pb, given by 
equation III.3, and represents the curve upon which new orbits will appear.
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total energy ( Eext)
figure 2.5: Along the horizontal axis is plotted the total scaled energy (E°xt). 
Along the vertical axis the energy associated with the circular motion (e) is 
plotted. The heavy curves are the minimum and maximum allowable values of 
the circular energy for a given Eext. For total energies less than approximately 9 
there is one closed orbit. The value of e as Eext varies is given by the curve 
labelled j=0. At an energy of approximately 9, the first boundary energy, we 
see the creation of a new orbit. This coincides with the caustic coming tangent 
to the origin. As the total energy is increased we see this orbit separate into 
the curves labelled j = 1 (a) and j =1 (b). For energies above 9, but below Eb2-29, 
there are a total of three returning orbits. At the second boundary energy the 
process repeats itself with the addition of two new orbits. Additionally, the 
dashed curve is the curve upon which the boundary energies lie (equation III.3).
j=2(b)
j=1(b)
j=2(a)
j=0
j=1 (a)
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In the figures of 2.6 we show the several closed orbits related to the 
three families of trajectories depicted in figures 2.2(a), 2.2(b), and 2.2(c). At a 
total scaled energy equal to 20 there will be three closed orbits as verified in 
figure 2.5. Figure 2.6(a) shows the "balloon" shaped orbit associated with 
j=0(a). There are, additionally, the two orbits associated with j=1. These are 
the "heart" shaped orbits of figure 2.6(b). As the total energy is increased to 
Eb2-29 the second caustic comes tangent to the origin and a new orbit is 
created. It is double "heart” shaped and shown in figure 2.6(c). Increasing the 
energy causes this boundary orbit to separate into two similar orbits, figure 
2.6(d).
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E=20
-25
j=0
- 2 0 -
-40-
figure 2.6(a): In this set of graphs we show the closed orbits for the three 
energies of figure 2.2(a), 2.2(b), and 2.2(c). For the scaled energy E=20 there 
are three closed orbits. This figure shows the balloon type orbit associated with 
the j=0 solution to equation 111.1 with E=20.
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-25
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figure 2.6(b): For E=20 equation 111.1 has two solutions for j=1. These orbits 
are shown here.
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figure 2.6(c): When the energy is increased to Eb2«29 the second caustic 
comes tangent to the origin and a new orbit is created, a boundary orbit.
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figure 2.6(d): Increasing the energy causes the boundary orbit to separate into 
two distinct orbits. These orbits are shown here at the scaled energy E=40.
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IV. THE JACOBIAN
The ratio of Jacobians appears in the semiclassical wavefunction as an 
amplitude Aj(q), and represents the divergence of adjacent trajectories in time. 
As this ratio decreases the probability density of the wavefunction is spread out 
over a larger area. Near caustics or foci, where trajectories converge on one 
another, the ratio of Jacobians increases and eventually becomes infinite at the 
singular point. It is at these points that the semiclassical approximation has 
failed. These points, however, are isolated.
A. The Jacobian is Calculated
The Jacobian is calculated by evaluating the expression
j ( t )=  d(x'Y'?)-- iv. 1
d ( W a u p V o u t )
The coordinates (t, Qout, cp^} are the coordinates for the family of trajectories. 
The intrinsic coordinates of the initial spherical surface, centered about the 
origin with radius rout, are {0out,q>out}. They define the direction of the initial 
velocity of the electron. As the electron propagates into the external region the 
symmetry is broken by the laboratory fields and a different set of coordinates 
becomes more convenient. In particular {flV/2e,<j>} become the natural
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variables by which to express the motion. The intrinsic coordinates to the 
surface are now taken to be . It is for this reason that we reexpress
the Jacobian in the following way
d{t,J2e,<l>) d{x,y,z) )V;
d(t, <Poirf) 0(tv^e.4>)
Writing out the derivatives explicitly we have
=  j>)
dx dx dx
dt d j2 e 0<|>
d y dy d£
dt d j2 e 3<j>
dz dz dz
dt ds/2e 0<|>
IV.3
det
The quantity g(e,0) is the first determinant in equation IV.2. It is a geometrical 
factor and is independent of time. Since the the Jacobians always appear as 
ratios, this factor always cancels; so we are spared the necessity of evaluating
g(e,0).
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Let us now evaluate the remaining determinant. From previous work we 
have equations 1.7 and 1.12(a)
x (t)  = y/2e[sin(f+<J>) -sln<|>]
y ( t ) = -V2e[cos(f+<|>)-cos<J>] -  f 1.12(a)
= P z J
From the first of these equations we can solve for pz as a function of the 
coordinates
p2 (e,<j>) = ± [2 E - (v^e)2 + 2y^esin4>]1/2 IV.4
Substituting this into 1.12(a), we have expressed x, y, and z as functions of 
t. J2e, and <j>. Then calculating the derivatives we have that the Jacobian J(t) 
is equal to
V'2ecos(f+4>) [sin(f+<|>)-sin<|>] \/2e[cos(f+<t>)-cos<t>]
v/2esin(f+<J>)-1 -[cos(f+4>)-cos<J>] V2e[sin(f+<|>)-sin<j)]
p  —  [-v'2e + sin<|>]f — [>/2ecos<J>]f
Pz, Pz,
IV. 5
dot
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From the first and third columns a factor ^2e is brought outside the determi­
nant. From the third row j / H  is factored. The Jacobian J(t) is equal to
Pz>
9 (2e>
3/2
P z „ M )
COS (/+<(>) sin(f+4>)-sin<t> cos(f+<j>)-cos<|>
1sin(f+<J>) -[cos(f+<j>)-cos<J>] sin ( f + <t>) -  sin <J>
J2e
E iL
2c 1 -
sin<j> 
V2e .
t COS (ft
\/2e
IV.6
det
Let pz->0. The divergent factor which appears in the coefficient will be cancelled 
when the ratio of Jacobians is taken. Factoring t from the third row the 
Jacobian J(t) is equal to
9 t( 2 e )3/2
Pzn(e,<j>)
cos(f+<(>) sin(f+<j>)-sin<}> cos(f+<J>)-cos<j>
1sin(f+<J>)— — -[cos(f+<j>)-cos<}>] sin(f+<J>)-sin<J>
v/2i
1 sln4> 
v/2i.
cost})
\f2e
IV. 7
det
Expand the determinant about the third row, and collect in powers of
J2e
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The Jacobian is given by
g t (2b )*2
Pz„
2 1 sin t + -= —( cos ( t + <|>)-cos <j>) + - t -  sin t
2e
IV.8
which is rewritten as
g t (2e)W [ l  + — |sinf+-^-(cos(f+<|>)-cos<j»)
( 2eJ ^
IV.9
With use of the trigonometric identity
cos(f+<J>) -  cos<J> = -sin<f>sinf- cos<j>(1 -cos t)
P y  'V •1 0y° sin f - J -T”i f 1--------— (1 -cost)
y/2e y/2e
where in the second equation we have used the definition for sin(<*>) and cosfa). 
The Jacobian J(t) can be written as
g t (2e)312 11 + —— 2-^2 
2e 2e ,
s in f-2 —— j2 e -p y *C\ -cos t) 
\f2e 0
IV. 11
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The identities
sinf=2sin—cos—
2 2
IV. 12
1 -cosf=2sln2 —
2
allow a further simplification of equation IV.11 to
J t t ) - g t @ i  2sin-i
Pi. 2
2( * - / V ^ )  “ s { - Zf i e-Py.2 sln| IV.13
This is the Jacobian for any trajectory at any arbitrary time. The trajectory is 
not necessarily a closed orbit.
B. The Maslov Index
Caustics and foci are singular points where the Jacobian goes to zero 
and hence the coefficient A(q) goes to infinity. These singular points create 
additional phase shifts, and these phase shifts are described by the Maslov 
index. Specifically, as the electron passes through either a caustic or focus the 
Maslov index increases by one.
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From the time dependence outside the brackets in the Jacobian of 
equation IV. 13 we see that the function goes to zero when t=2k7r, with t less 
than or equal to tfet. As we already learned, at t=2k;r the electron is located at 
a focus along the y-axis. The Jacobian is also zero when
and these are the points where the electron passes through a caustic.
Given a total energy E there are two closed orbits for each j of equation
11.15. The energies of these orbits are designated ej(a) and ej(b). An important 
question to ask is: given ej(a) and ej(b) how many caustics and foci has the 
electron passed through upon its return to the origin? Equation IV. 14 helps to 
answer this question. In figure 2.7 the left-hand side, tan(t/2), is plotted. The 
right-hand side (constants independent of time) is plotted for some j(a) and j(b) 
at a given energy. The length of these lines extend over the return time for the 
particular orbit.
The return time for the f 1 closed orbit must be greater than 2]\n but less 
than (2j+2)jr. Again, the fact that t<tret is represented by the length of the
IV. 14
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10.0
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0.0
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return
times
t a n ( t / 2 )
-10.0
6tc271
t i m e  ( t )
figure 2.7: The solutions to the transcendental equation for the times at which a 
trajectory passes through a caustic (equation IV. 1 4 )  are depicted graphically. 
The tan(t/2) is plotted for t<57r. The horizontal lines represent the right-hand 
side of equation IV. 1 4  for the two returning orbits where E=20 and j = 1 .  The 
length of these lines is equal to the return time for the orbit. Intersections of a 
horizontal line and the curve tan(t/2) give the times when the trajectory is at a 
caustic. These points are indicated. The electron trajectory passes through a 
focus every t=2k7r, where k<j, and these points are also indicated. For the j(a) 
orbit there are 2j+1 caustics and foci traversed by the trajectory. For the j(b) 
orbit there are 2j caustics and foci.
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horizontal lines in the figure. Intersections of the tangent curve with a solid line 
are the times at which equation IV. 14 is satisfied, and the trajectory passes 
through a caustic. Foci are located on the diagram at 2k7r, where k<j.
In figure 2.7 we followed the previously specified convention €j(a) < €j(tS). 
We see in this figure that (which implies that <*>j(a)<0j(b).) Also we see
that in this case with j= 2, the orbit j(a) has a total of 2j +1 caustics and foci, 
while the orbit j(b) has 2j caustics and foci. This is a general result as we show 
below.
The return time for the boundary orbit (tb) is given by the equation
tb = -2  sin-1 A + (2b+1)7t IV. 15
Substituting equation III.4 for pb we have that
tb = -2  sin-1
efi+1/2
(26+1 )n IV. 16
The return time for the boundary orbit is approximately equal to (2j+1)jr, and 
this will be more accurate at larger energies. Again we verify this in figure 2.7.
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We rewrite equation 111.4 in the following way
20
»b= — \  IV.17
1 +i>#,
As the total energy E increases the boundary orbit separates into two orbits of 
energies ej(a) and ej(b). These energies diverge from the curve defined by 
equation IV.17, with one moving above and the other dropping below. We have 
that
2 u b 2v b
,v-181 + V h  1+l>fc
and therefore <*>j(b)><*>j(a) and consequently tj(a)>tj(b).
From the preceding arguments we have that 2j7r<tj(b)<tJ(a)<(2j+2)7r, and 
that orbits labelled j(a) pass through (2 j+1) caustics and foci, while orbits 
labelled j(b) pass through 2j caustics and foci.
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C. The Ratio of Jacobians and A(q)
Let us begin to construct the ratio of Jacobians for t= t0 and t= tret. We 
define the quantity
iv.19
The right-hand side can be expressed as velocities
— 0i/r)2 = —x 2 + —y z + —z z IV.20
2 2 2 2
and this is just the kinetic energy of the electron. For returning orbits the 
momentum in the z direction is zero. Furthermore, if x is small, which it will be if
t0 is small or t= tret, then
1 iv.21
and the Jacobian of equation IV. 13 is
J(t) = 9 t &  2sin— 
2
- 2v /2 = r ^ ? sini IV. 22
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Consider the Jacobian when t= t0 with t0 small. In this case expanding out the 
trigonometric functions and keeping only the lowest order
• / ( U - s ^ t W  lv-23ft.
If t= tret we have from equation 11.2 that twf= -2<j> + (2/+1) ti , and so
co s -^  = (-1)^sin<J> s in -^  = ( -1 ) / cos<|» ,v-24
Additionally, from the remark below equation II.5, we have the expres­
sion fref=2^2ey-py2. Substituting in the definitions for sin(</>) and cosfa) we 
have that the Jacobian at t= tret is given by
PzB
1 - £ l
\ ^ j )
i +- i -
2c!)
2 IV.25
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Using equations IV.23 and IV.25 the ratio of Jacobians for returning orbits is 
given as
A  t0)
A U
g £ I l
Pza
4
P ..
1 - f P / 1
2
p ! 2
I  2e /J
IV.26
toz0 k ?
A Q
A U
(2«y) 4 1 - f Pj )
2
Pi 2 _ _ '
. f i * i i 2eJ V2®;.
IV.27
To come out of scaled variables we need to make the transformation
Py°~ e F Py°
IV. 28
/-* Cdgt
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and so the ratio of Jacobians for returning orbits is
( e F /o 5) 2#2
yprn,
(2meej)4 1 - P j £l
»cy
1 + {eFI o>s)2
2m9ej
-2
y/2mte*J
IV. 29
It simplifies matters to use the definitions of equation 11.14, which allows 
equation IV.29 to be written as
- 2
u/ Uy (0|tQ2(%kfJ(t0) _
J(tnt) (eF/tog)2 4 [ l  - U y ]  [l)y(l + U y )  -  2Cy]
IV.30
There is no simple interpretation to these equations. We repeat that this 
ratio gives the classical density at the origin for a returning orbit, which is 
related to the amplitude of the returning wave.
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V. THE CLASSICAL ACTION
The classical action S(q) appears in the phase of the semiclassical wave 
function and is defined in chapter 1 by equation II.3. The action is equal to
S{q) = S0+fp-dq
*lo
SU) = S„+f p-^dt
<lo
Since for returning orbits p =0 the action is given by
V.1
S(<f)= f  pxdx+ f  pydy  V.2
ya
S0 is an arbitrary phase factor which is taken to be zero. The momentum, py, is 
a constant of the motion and so
**  y*
!
y0
S(d) = f  pxdx+pyg f  dy  V.3
In the limit that yo=yret-»0 the second integral is zero. We choose to rewrite the
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first integral in the following manner
V.4
Using equation I.9 and 1.12, for x(t) and px(t), the action is
/ 2e + —sin2(f+<J>) 2 4 V.5
Evaluating the integral, and using the identity sin(20)=2sin(0)cos(<*>), we can 
write
-  sin(4>)cos(cj>)
V.6
= 2e,
v '  1 f a  f a  j
and with a few algebraic manipulations
/ 1 - _5l 1 / ^  ^ V.7
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Coming out of scaled variables we use
0),yj2e->-^\J2m0e
py.~ e F pyo V.8
/ \
S -m 9o>B
0)B
\ e F )
The last transformation follows from the fact that the action has dimensions of 
angular momentum (rxp). The action is
,o dt G)S>I/ 1 - P j 1 Pi(eF/cjfl) J2m~ej 
^j2tn
V.9
Using the definitions of equation 11.14 we obtain for the
J /it m ,dt 9v>B
eF z± l 1 1
(0 0\ B) -2 * u;
y «/- —
. uy.
V. 10
S ( U  = -
1 /  _NeF\ 2 1 IM 2 1I ®I 3 TiV 1-1)/ U/"7T
uy U/ J
V.11
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Again there is no simple "intuitive" explanation. This formula gives the
phase of the returning wave. We also note the theorem in classical mechanics
which asserts that 9 ^  ^  . so S is a monotonic function of E.
BE mt
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CHAPTER 3: EVALUATING THE CROSS SECTION
In chapter 1 an expression was derived in the semiclassical 
approximation for the photodetachment cross section of H' in perpendicular 
electric and magnetic fields (chapter 1, equation VII.31). It was found that the 
cross section was the sum of a smooth function (no-field photodetachment 
cross section) and a sinusoidal oscillation, due to each returning orbit. The 
expression obtained is valid for any one of the three directions of linearly 
polarized light.
As written, the cross section is a function of several classical quantities, 
which have been derived in chapter 2. The amplitude of the sinusoidal 
oscillations depends upon the ratio of the initial to final Jacobians for a returning 
orbit. The phase of the oscillation is closely related to the classical action 
evaluated along the returning trajectory. As the trajectory passes through 
singular points (caustics and foci) the classical action must be modified by -tt/ 2. 
The Maslov index is the total number of singular points a trajectory passes 
through along its journey and so appears in the phase as well.
106
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In this chapter we use the results of chapter 2 to evaluate the cross 
section derived in chapter 1. It is the angular overlap of the initial outgoing 
wave with the returning wave ( )  that carries the dependence upon the linear 
polarization, and must be evaluated separately for each polarization.
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I. THE CROSS SECTION FOR X-POLARIZED LIGHT
We collect here the major results of the last two chapters. Beginning 
with the equations for the cross section, derived in the latter sections of chapter 
1, we have that
o ^ -o^E C /C E Js ln fyE )
l
1.1
where the first term arises from the direct contribution (adir), and the second 
from the return contribution (aret), of the Green’s function. The no-field cross 
section is a0 (chapter 1, equation VII.32). The phase and amplitude are given 
by
9AE) 1.2
C/(E) =
2 e2 2mgEp
>,2
1 W o )
r l' out Wrst)
1/2
I.3
/m [x (0y«rf.lpyoOf)X
Sj(tret) is the classical action evaluated along the returning trajectory. The Maslov
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index is //r J(t) is the Jacobian. We have that
U k ) - B cf i H  Zk  1.4
which is found in chapter 1 as equation VI.9. The angular quantity % is given by 
chapter 1, equation VI.2
x(6.<p) "E  15
m
Next from chapter 2, and the description of the classical motion, we have 
equations IV.30, and V.11
J(tg) _  fa)|f02( t l/r)2 (6
4  [ l  - u J J  [ u y ( l  +  U y )  -  2 C y ]
l ret)
1 6 " 1 / i  . 2 1
1 u/
/ !>/- —
.
I.7
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where
(eF/c,B)
‘ IS
y------U/ =
and py is by energy conservation
'-9
Upon substitution of the various quantities we evaluate the return 
contribution to the cross section in equation 1.1
n -  n 'ST' 6 m0a g n 5/°ret °o 2L,
J (eFI coe) /r [1-Uy2] [ Uy( l +C5)-2uy]
1/2
[ X (®oof' ^ ouf) X *?/»/) ]
\ 2
sin 1
* mgu>B( f )< “ s / Uy
2 ( 1 I 71U y -  —  
u , + M' 2
1.10
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and we have used the fact that
'out m. 1.11
Consider the angular quantity x(9.<p). equation I.5, when the light is 
polarized along the x axis. With the definitions for the spherical harmonics
Y. 1 (0, <p) =, sin0 e/<f>
1,1'  \  8 it
1.12
—  sinOe'^
871
x(0,(p) becomes
x ( 0 . < p )  = \ sin 0 cos (p
1.13
The geometry of the returning orbits requires that 0out=6ret=»r/2 (pz=0) and 
(pret="<p0Uf  This allows us to write
X (0OUC <P J  X ’ (0*,. <P J  = COS2 ( (p J  I
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It is necessary to rewrite this quantity in terms of the canonical momentum and 
e. Since
<nsz(9out) = x2+ jr
1.15
and for returning orbits, where x=0
{*k)2 = m ? (x 2+y2) 
Px02 = 2 e l ~ P j
1.16
we can write
X ‘Potrf) X i^nt'Wret) 4rc
eF
to.
—  —  (1 - U y ) 1.17
Substituting this expression into aret
* ret = <><,£
3 m ^ e F 1
2 (* * )3 cy.
5/(1 -uy)
|1/2
sin
«/(1 +vZj ) - 2 v j
f e F '2
(0, c ; v ' 1 7 5,J
1.18
Tl
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we make the following identification
Cj*(E) = a0
3  m9* e F  1 u y(1 - u j )
1/2
2  ( i k )3 5 / «y( 1 + v } ) - 2 v j
1.19
*A E )
1
h/7Jea B
' e f ' 2
Ms T i / WVJ
vr + » r
71 1.20
A similiar analysis as to the one above, leads to the evaluation of the coefficient 
for the other two polarizations. We state the results here and refer the reader 
to appendix 2 for the details.
C / ( E ) - - o 0
3  m ^ e F i 5 /
2  f r k ) 3 Uy i>y(1 + v j ) - 2 v j
1/2 ( y - 5 / ) 2
1.21
CjZ(E) = 0 1.22
The cross section is given by equation 1.1 and is rewritten here
a q = a o + J l  c y(7( £ ’) s in ® y ( ^ ) 1.1
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The phase, $j(E), is independent of the polarization. However, the coeffi­
cients Cj ( E )  do depend on the polarization. An example of this dependence 
is given by the fact that Cf {E)  is zero. Oscillations in the spectrum arise from 
the contribution of the return part of the Green’s function which is correlated, 
through the use of the semiclassical approximation, with returning orbits. For 
returning orbits we must have that the momentum in the z direction is zero, 
otherwise the electron spirals away from the atom, never to return. If the light is 
polarized along the z direction the electrons detach predominantly along this 
axis, and therefore n  is not zero and consequently there are no returningzo
orbits.
In figure 3.1 we show a numerical calculation, derived from a purely 
quantum mechanical treatment described in later chapters, of the photo­
detachment cross section as a function of Eatm. The range of Eatm is from 0.0 
to 4.0 10'5 atomic units. We have chosen light polarized in the x direction with a 
magnetic field strength of 3/5 T, and an electric field strength of 18 V/cm. We 
see that the cross section is a smooth, rising function (no-field cross section), 
superposed upon which are oscillations. The curve is well behaved with no 
divergences. We wish to compare this result to the result obtained from the 
semiclassical analysis.
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x polarized light
(H0=3/5 T F=18 V/cm)
0.0006
0.0004
0.0002
1 cm 1
0.0000  ' 1 1 ■ 1 ■---------
0.000000 0.000010 0.000020 0.000030 0.000040
Figure 3.1: Here we show the numerical results for the calculation of the 
photodetachment cross section using a quantum mechanical treatment to solve 
the problem. The cross section is a smooth, rising function (no-field cross 
section) of energy, superposed upon which are oscillations. The amplitude of 
the oscillations is small, however, near the threshold they are a substantial 
fraction of the background. The curve shows no singularities.
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To calculate the semiclassical cross section for the parameters shown in 
figure 3.1 we use the following algorithim. For a given Eatm we first determine 
the number of returning orbits for that energy. Using the scaling transformation 
(chapter 2, equation 1.4), we have that the total scaled energy in the atomic 
gauge (E atm) is given by
1 eF 2
me
From table 1, or for higher energies, the approximation given by equation III.6 
of chapter 2, we determine the number of closed orbits. For example with the 
fields as chosen above, and taking Eatm=4.0 10'5 (a.u.), the total scaled energy 
in the atomic gauge is approximately 21.31. From table 1 we see that this 
scaled energy lies between 9.633 (b=1) and 29.35 (b=2). For scaled atomic 
energies less than 9.633 there is one closed orbit (see figure 2.5), and hence 
one term in the sum of equation 1.1. For energies between 9.633 and 29.35 
there are a total of three closed orbits, and so at the atomic energy energy of
4.0 10'5 (a.u) there will be three terms associated with the sum of equation 1.1.
Second, for a given Eatm we calculate ei for each returning orbit by 
solving equation 11.10 of chapter 2. Therefore, if we consider Eatm=4.0 10'5 
(a.u.), we will need to determine the values for ej=0(a), ej=1(a), and ej=1(b). With
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TABLE 1 
Boundary Orbit Energies
boundary orbit eatm
1 9.633 11.05
2 29.35 30.82
3 58.96 60.44
4 98.43 99.92
5 147.8 149.3
6 207.0 208.5
7 276.1 277.6
8 355.0 356.5
9 443.9 445.4
10 542.6 544.1
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this done, we use equation I.9 to calculate Pj, and therefore evaluate the two 
ratios x>Jt and Gy (equation I.8). Using these values for Vjt and Gy we 
obtain a value for the cross section at the energy Eatm by evaluating equation
1.1 (with equations 1.19, and 1.20).
It is useful to write equation 1.1 for x polarized light in the following 
manner
We have subtracted out the no-field cross section, leaving only the oscillatory 
part of the spectrum. Dividing by a0, and multiplying by the factor (£«»»)3/2 
merely changes the amplitude of the the oscillations. Following the algorithim 
described above the right-hand side of equation I.24 was calculated for the 
specified range of atomic energies, giving the results in the lower part of figure 
3.2.
The topmost graph shows the oscillations obtained from the quantum 
mechanical calculation shown in figure 3.1. The semiclassical oscillations are 
displayed immediately below this. For energies less than the first boundary 
energy the oscillations of the semiclassical result are due to the single closed 
orbit j=0(a). For energies above the first boundary energy the semiclassical
a
-  -1  £  C /(E)sin( * , ( £ ) ) 1.24
O
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x polarized light
(H0=3/5 T F=18 V/cm)
------------------------— - y \A f \ j \ / \ / ^ \A / \ / ^ \ / \ / \ ^ y\ r ^ /sy /\/^ \y \f\f^
semiclassical oscillations
j=2(a) orbit \J \ j\ l\ jW W W \ / W W W W W W \ A
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Figure 3.2: In the top graph we show quantum mechanical oscillations associated with figure 3.1. We have sub­
tracted out the no-field cross section, and multiplied by a scaling factor. The graph below this is the semiclassical 
oscillations derived from equation I.24. For energies less than the first boundary energy there is one term to the 
sum ( j=0 ); for energies greater than this but less than the second boundary energy there are three ( j=0 
and j= 1 ). For energies above the second boundary but below 0.00008 there are five terms ( j=0, j=1, and j=2). 119
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result represents a sum of three terms: the oscillations due to the j=0(a) orbit, 
the j =1 (a) orbit, and the j=1(b) orbit. These three contributions are shown in 
the lower three graphs of the figure. There is very good agreement between 
the quantum and semiclassical results.
The first boundary orbit energy (b=1) is at approximately 1.8 10'5 atomic 
units, and at this energy the semiclassical approximation fails. We recall that at 
the energy of the boundary orbit a caustic has come tangent to the origin: the 
Jacobian for the returning orbit has gone to zero, and the coefficient of the 
returning wave, A(q), has become infinite. The divergence of the cross section 
at this energy has been included in the semiclassical oscillations, however we 
have removed it from the j = 1 (a) and 1 (b) orbit oscillations.
The amplitude of the oscillations for x polarized light are greatest near the 
boundary energy and then decrease with increasing energy. This effect is seen 
most clearly in the decreasing amplitude of the oscillations of the j =1 (a), and 
1 (b) orbits shown in the lower part of the figure. This can be explained in the 
following way. The coefficient for x polarized light is proportional to the 
quantity ^1 - u y . When the total energy is at one of the boundary energies, Uj 
is at a minimum for that orbit. The trajectory of the boundary orbit leaves and 
returns primarily oriented in the x direction, and consequently the amplitude of 
the oscillations is at a maximum. As the total energy increases Uj approaches
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±1 and the amplitude decreases: the returning trajectory is aligning itself with 
the y axis. Compare figures 1.2(a) and 2.6(a).
In figure 3.3 we include, for the same parameters used in the results for x 
polarized light, the cross section for light polarized along the y-axis. The graph 
shows the numerical calculation as obtained from the quantum treatment 
described in chapter 4. In figure 3.4 we show the comparison between the 
quantum and semiclassical results. Again we see the divergence of the 
semiclassical cross section at the boundary energy. Additionally, as Eatm 
increases above the boundary energy the trajectories of the returning orbits 
become more aligned with the y-axis and the amplitude of oscillations 
increase: Cy(E) is proportional to (1-Uy)"1/2.
The results for the semiclassical analysis can be used for other values of 
field strengths as well. Specifically, if we change o B and F in such a way as to 
keep the drift velocity (F/og) constant, then, from chapter 2 we know that the 
number of returning orbits in the interval of Ea,m will not change. The amplitude 
of the oscillations will scale like the electric field strength F, while their 
wavelength will scale like o B. In chapter 2 we found that it was possible to 
scale the Hamiltonian in such a way that the dependence upon the fields was 
eliminated. It is this fact which allows us to use one set of parameters to 
describe results for other field strengths.
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y polarized light
(H0=3/5 T F=18 V/cm)
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Figure 3.3: We show the numerical results for the calculation of the 
photodetachment cross section, for y polarized light, using a quantum 
mechanical treatment to solve the problem. As with the case for x polarized 
light the cross section is a smooth, rising function (no-field cross section) of 
energy, superposed upon which are oscillations.
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y polarized light
(H0=3/5 T F=18 V/cm)
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quantum
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Figure 3.4: Companion graph to figure 3.2. The same field strengths as those used for figure 3.2, except now 
we consider light polarized in the y direction. Both quantum and semiclassical oscillations are shown. Notice the 
divergence of the semiclassical result at both the first and second boundary energies. In the case of light 
polarized in the x direction the amplitude of the oscillations decreased with energy. Here they are increasing with 
energy, corresponding to the alignment of outgoing and returning trajectories with the y axis.
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Taking this a step further, it would be useful to consider the oscillations 
of equation I.24 as a function of the scaled variables defined in chapter 2. The 
cross section becomes a function of the total scaled energy, the magnetic field 
strength (proportional to Ug), and the electric field strength F. It is true that the 
coefficient and phase of the semiclassical cross section depend upon the 
parameters in a nontrivial way, however, if we hold the total scaled energy fixed 
the number of returning orbits does not change as we vary the field strengths, 
i.e. the values of and o/ do not change, and matters are quite simplified.
In particular each term of the sum in equation 1.1 is an amplitude times a pure 
sinusoidal oscillation, whose fourier transform is a single peak located at the 
return time for that particular orbit. The scaled energy can be held fixed in a 
number of ways.
We might consider fixing the total atomic energy, and varying both g>b 
and F in such a way as to keep the drift velocity (F/wg) a constant. Then if we 
plot the left-hand side of equation I.24 versus 1 /o B the result will be a sum of 
pure sinusoidal oscillations with an amplitude which scales like the electric field 
strength (F).
A second possibility is to hold the electric field constant, varying both the 
total atomic energy and the magnetic field in such a way that the scaled energy 
remains fixed. If we plot the left-hand side of equation I.24 with respect to
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(1 / ojb)3 we will again obtain pure sinusoidal oscillations. The amplitude of the 
oscillations is a constant and is proportional to the electric field strength. The 
wavelength is proportional to the constant (1 /F2)
A final alternative is to hold the magnetic field constant, while varying the 
total atomic energy and electric field strength in order to maintain a fixed scaled 
energy. Plotting the left hand side of equation I.24 as a function of F2 will give a 
pure sinusoidal oscillation. The amplitude of the oscillations scales like F, while 
the wavelength is proportional to the constant 1/o>B3.
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CHAPTER 4: THE QUANTUM DERIVATION
In chapter 4 we present a fully quantum mechanical formula for the 
photodetachment cross section. This formula does not use the semiclassical 
approximation. Instead, using Fermi’s Golden Rule, we compute and sum over 
dipole matrix elements between the initial state and the final states.
The analysis was first performed by Fabrikant (1991)7 for light polarized 
along the electric field. We follow a generally similar approach, but we derive 
formulas valid for any polarization. Furthermore we show how these formulas 
can be reduced to the semiclassical formulas obtained in the previous chapters.
In the first section the basic formulas for calculating the cross section are 
stated. Then in section II the initial state is defined. The final state wave 
function is derived in section III. The initial state is spatially well localized, and 
this fact is used in section IV to simplify the matrix element. In section V we 
derive the dipole matrix elements. The formula for the cross section is given in 
section VI. Calculated results have already been shown in chapter 3.
126
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I. BASIC FORMULAS FOR SPECTRA
The physical process involves the photodetachment of H‘ in 
perpendicular electric and magnetic fields. The field strengths are such that in 
the "atomic" region, close to the atomic core, the binding potential dominates, 
and the laboratory fields can be neglected. In this region the initial wave 
function of the electron, which is in a loosely bound s-state of the ion, is 
spherically symmetric and very localized. The natural way to describe the 
dynamical variables of this region is to use a velocity representation.
When the valence electron absorbs a photon it quickly propagates out of 
the atomic region and enters the "external" region where the laboratory fields 
are the dominant potentials. In its final state the electron can be considered a 
free particle interacting with perpendicular electric and magnetic fields. The 
laboratory fields break the spherical symmetry that exists in the atomic region. 
The natural variables for a description of this state are the cartesian canonical 
momenta. In these coordinates the wave function is separable.
The cross section is proportional to the oscillator-strength density Df(E), 
which involves a sum over all final states of the system. In the x coordinate we 
have a sum over harmonic oscillator levels. In the y and z coordinates we take
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the limit that £  a p-> f  dp. The cross section for the photodetachment of H' 
is given by
a = —  ez^Df{E) 1.1
mec
with the oscillator-strength density
Df{E) = [ d f  — ® |(Y,|<7| 'S,)\2b(E/-E )  L2
The matrix element in Df(E) involves the dipole approximation between the initial 
and final states of the system. The integral of equation I.2 is an integral over all 
final states of the system, subject to energy conservation, implied by the delta 
function.
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II. THE INITIAL STATE
The atomic gauge is defined in the following way
^etm ~ H0X9 II
4>atm=-FX
In this gauge, as we let r-*0, Schrodinger’s equation reduces to the familiar 
differential equation for the wave function of the H' ion. This was discussed in
detail in chapter 1, section III. The initial wave function of the hydrogen ion is
taken to be the approximation
T **” (r)  = s 0 9 i r ii 2
Here kb is related to the binding energy of the valence electron. Its value is
( iik )zgiven by the quantity Eh=-— —  B0 is a "normalization" constant equal to
2 ma
0.31552 in atomic units.
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The external gauge is defined in the following way
^ext
>ext =
Oig
II.3
-F x
2 m,
eF 2
0) a\ B)
where
eH.
‘ B m ^  II.4m9c
is the cyclotron time of the electron. As we allow r-+0 Schrodinger’s equation 
does not reduce to the familiar differential equation for the hydrogen ion.
Instead there is a term of order F /«B which is non-negligible when « B is small 
compared to F. It is true, however, that at small x the two representations are 
connected by a gauge transformation and its corresponding gauge function. In 
section III of chapter 1 the gauge function was derived. The spatial part of the 
initial wave function in the external gauge is given by
l-^-y A-kbr . .
' ¥ f ( T )  = B0 e s* B - —  IL5
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It turns out that the dipole matrix elements are most easily calculated in a 
momentum space representation and so we take the Fourier transform of 
equation II.5
Notice that tik is not the canonical momentum of the electron, but the kinetic 
momentum. The velocity of the electron is a physical quantity and in the limit 
as <oB-»0 it is the quantity hk which remains finite. The velocity is independent of 
F and o B. The canonical momentum, on the other hand, will diverge to +°° in 
this limit. This divergence will be cancelled and all observables will remain finite. 
Since the initial state is very localized, x can be considered small and fck can be 
written as
1 II.6
We define the quantity
'hAr- mgV
II.7
II.8
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Using this expression, equation II.6 can be expressed in the following way
Since
and
(P )  = ------ 1-------f  dTB0 ^ - e - ,R r
11.10
l,m
11.11
the Fourier transform can be written as
v T (p )  = >1 n l,m 11.12
/ re^hm  Ylm(S'.v‘) ^ Y w{b',v')dQdr
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The angular integration is trivial due to the orthogonality of the spherical 
harmonics, and this leaves the radial integral
tl37t
Bo I  r a k‘ rj0(kr) dr
Substituting for the spherical Bessel function the integral is
f  e '^ 's in  (kr) dr
and can be found in Gradshteyn and Rhyzik11, page 477, equation 3.893.1 
When evaluated we have
Y ?*(/>) = 2 B 1
° ( k 2b+kz)
11.13
11.14
11.15
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III. THE FINAL STATE
The final state is approximately that of a free electron interacting with the 
perpendicular electric and magnetic fields of the laboratory. The Hamiltonian is 
calculated using
1
2m.
- b V.ext 1.1
Vext=<£ext+Vb, where <pext is the potential due to the laboratory field, and Vb is 
the binding potential. The binding potential has a short range, so outside the 
atom it can be neglected. Substituting in the potentials of the external gauge, 
given in equation II.3, the Hamiltonian is
u  ©F 1 2
Hext=e~ -ZT— Py + TTZrPfmea B y 2me
III.2
where
1 2 1 „  2
6 "  «  P x + 77 m e<*B2m„ 2
x+- 111.3
f a y  f a Z
The wave function can be written as a product x(x)  e * e * . This allows
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us to replace the operators p and p by their eigenvalues p  and n . Theny * y© r Zo
we recognize en as the Hamiltonian of a displaced harmonic oscillator. Using 
the variable
Z = , x+ III.4
the final state can be written as
Pro ,P*a
vf(r) =MnU) —}=e ' y - = e  ' * Ml-5
where
« * (« ) '
me<pB 1 
W* 2"nl
11/2
*  2 HnU ) 1.6
The distinction between tKn, the normalized Hermite function, and Hn, the 
Hermite polynomial of degree n is made. Boundedness of tKn requires that the 
energy of the harmonic oscillator be given by
en = fiws(n + ^) 111.7
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IV. APPROXIMATION TO THE FINAL STATE
It simplifies matters if the following approximation to the final state is 
made. The coordinate representation of the initial state is a very localized 
function. The spatial extent of the Hermite function is on the order of the 
classical motion. Even for the lowest harmonic oscillator energy levels this 
motion typically extends over a large distance. We conclude that the x 
dependence of the final state is a broad function, and make the following 
approximation. Evaluating the momentum in the x direction at the point x=0 we 
make the simplified WKB approximation
H „U )  ~ $ n{x ) -A „ (p y<)cos Px0— - X
*  ,
IV. 1
The appropriate value of n is obtained by evaluating equation III.3 at x=0,xo
with the eigenvalue py substituted for the operator py:
en= — —p *2 + —-—A ,2 IV.2
2 m , 0 2m, y°
This p  is a function of n and the conserved p  . The coefficients are xo y<>
evaluated by requiring that $ and its derivative match the exact wave function
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and its derivative at the origin:
Defining £0 by
we obtain
dx X- 0
IV.3
Ix=0 
Py0
e<*B
IV.4
A,(Py0) = t t * ( U
m9(oB
d l
IV.5
using the chain rule for differentiation for Bn{py ) .  Solving for Bn(py )
* '» « •>"x0
IV.6
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and the prime indicates differentiation with respect to the argument. The 
approximation to the final state is given by
T f V )  - $„(x) — —  e '  Y — e * Z lv-7
\J2. Tt’h
Let us now transform this to the momentum representation. Using the 
definition for the delta function
, (Po-P)
—  f d q e  ‘  - H P - P e )  IV '8
Z titi j
and applying the Fourier transform to equation IV.7 we have
<¥*%0)  ~ 6 n(p x) 5 (p y-Pyo) S(p2- p Zo) IV .9
where
( A - i B )  1 r 
2 -
2  - -
IV. 10
X
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■MPx) = ^ A n- iB n)b{px-p x)  + (An+iBn) 5 (px+pXg) ]
Here and below An and Bn are used in place of An(py ) and B„(py ),  
spectively.
IV. 11
re-
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V. DIPOLE MATRIX ELEMENTS
From previous results we have that
< g ? (P )  = - 2 - S - — L _
v 5*  ° ( k 2b+kz)
1.15
* ? " ( / > ) S ( P y - P y B)  6 ( P z ~ P z tJ IV.9
Let us consider the case that the light is linearly polarized in the x direction. 
Then the required matrix element in the momentum representation is
d P x
V.1
Integrating over the delta functions in py and pz
m
dP x L  d P x
2 B 1
° {k 2b+kz)
dPx v -2
with
R2 = kx2 + kv 2 + kz 2
A  j o  * o
V.3
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Carrying out the differentiation
eo
• X  — eo
a . - 2
TZ (*V * 2)J dPx
V.4
Substituting in $ n(px) (equation IV.11) and integrating over the delta functions
ln p*.
with k0, a function of the momentum, given by
*£ „ = *  [kx x + kyoy + k Zoz] 
eF '
V.6
Py» y +p * z
The matrix elements for light polarized in either the y or z direction are 
evaluated in appendix 3.
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VI. CALCULATE THE CROSS SECTION
From section I, equations 1.1 and I.2 the cross section is given by
°<7 =
2 tc2 
m„ce1'  n=0 VI.1
>»2 up a
The integral over final states, J  df in equation I.2, has been rewritten in the 
following way £  J* dpy Jdpz . If the light is polarized along the x-axis then
° x  =
n=0 
2 it2 e2fc
/7=0
E } d P y J d P z,
VI.2
f.2 «Px
Using equations V.5 for the dipole matrix element and IV.6 for Bn(py )
° x  =
32*2£^ e2
c ft ft2 /7-0 VI .3
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We define the dimensionless Hermite function
1/4
M n( Q VI.4
and the cross section is
° x  =
3 2 ^  e2 2m0Ep o)fl
c . t,2 * N
E f dP y J dP:.
fl“0  .«»
nj* I 2J tn
VI.5
^ o ) 4
b(Et-E )
It is possible to write this cross section as the no-field cross section
times a certain factor. To begin, let us show that the photon energy Ep is equal
to ^ (k%+kz) The energy of the photon is given by 
2 me' 1
Ep =Eb + E f ” VI.6
where Ef™ is the final state energy in the atomic gauge. It is the energy of 
the atomic gauge which remains finite as F / g>b becomes large. Consider the 
Schrodinger equation in the atomic gauge (see chapter 1, section III). Letting 
both F and o>B go to zero all quantities remain finite and the equation simplifies
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to the familiar differential equation for the wave function of the hydrogen ion. In 
this case the energy of the photon is given by equation VI.6. The atomic and 
external energies are related in the following way
p e x t _ pa tm  _ 6
2ma
(  F  V VI.7
Wi
additionally
£ ,*" = e„ -  - 2 ^ -  pv * — p,  2 VI.8
'  "  m ,  o f *  2 m „ °
and
e„ = ——  py2 + —— p „2 
2me ° 2me y°
VI.9
The photon energy can then be rewritten as
£’ - £> + 2 k P x f  + P y +Pzj
VI. 10
to,
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We recognize the quantity in brackets as just (hK0)z so we write
The energy of the photon appears as a parameter in the equation. 
Factoring this quantity outside the integral
°* =
32*8fl* 1 ez
0 <*A+*o)3 *
00B
i  { d Pyj d p t X j 2H E , - E )
n-0 .
The no-field cross section is equal to
° o = -
64 7i2 k *  e2
3c (k \+k*0)* *
and we use this to write
CTX = ° 0
3 Jhcog_ 
2
E  /  dPy. /  dp*?1 E)
n-0 _
Vl.11
VI. 12
VI.13
VI.14
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Now integration over n (incorporating the delta function) reduces a to
zo
the no-field cross section times a sum of integrals over n . This reduction is
70
carried out in appendix 7. It gives a practical form for fully quantum 
calculations. That form is equivalent to formulas obtained by Fabrikant7.
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VII. REDUCTION TO RESULT OF CLOSED ORBIT THEORY
It is instructive to see that the quantum photodetachment cross section 
(equation VI.14) can also be reduced directly to the smooth background plus 
oscillatory terms that were obtained using closed orbit theory. To do this, we 
will use a WKB approximation to iK n(50) , and the integrals will be evaluated 
using a stationary phase approximation.
The normalized WKB approximation for (5 ) is
4
n VII.1
where
VII.2
The turning point is 5^ =  JzHia. and so Yn($0) is also given by the equation
VII.3
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The photodetachment cross section is dependent upon the derivative of the 
dimensionless Hermite function, and this is given by
A
2YnU 0)
cos
7C /An)itp
VII.4
A classical action can be defined in the usual way
S „ ( U  = - 2  /
An)
Vll.5(a)
However, since S represents the phase of the wave function, we may add any 
multiple of 2n to this action, and our multiple may depend upon n. It will help 
later if we choose
S „ ( U  = ~ 2 /  Y „ ( K j ) < K J * 2 i n n Vll.5(b)
An)<tp
where j is an integer that we will define later. Now using the trigonometric 
identity
cos2(ti) = |+ - lc o s (2 r i ) VII.6
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the cross section is
VII.7
E  /  dPy. /  ^(5o) [1 -sin S „(So) ] 5 (e ,-  C)
This cross section is the sum of two terms. The first term is a smooth 
function, and the second term is oscillatory. In the next two parts of this 
section the integrals of equation VII.7 are evaluated.
A. The Smooth Background
Consider the integral involving the smooth function of Yn(£0). After 
substituting for Yn(£0) the cross section is given by
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2e„ P ,2
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If the energy is large enough there will be many harmonic oscillator levels 
involved in the summation of equation VI1.8. The density of states will be high 
and the integrand will vary slowly over An. In this case it is proper to assume 
we can make the change
E  - - r - f deI).0 ^  U g  q
VII.9
The smooth contribution to the cross section is now a three-dimensional 
integral
’ smt' 7t
1 [ d e f  dpyJ d p ^ 2 m . e - p y ‘ H E , - E )  VII.10
Making the change of variable
pXo = j2 m 0e - p yo2
Vll.11
de = —  px dpx 
mg ° 0
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the smooth contribution can be rewritten as
X
asmt:
71 2 O '* . )3 2m
-  /  dP x J dP , J dP:.P*.2 ll<.El - E>
0  — oq —ea —a*
VII.12
The extra factor of 1 / 2  arises because the limits of the integral have changed 
from {O .+ o o } to {-oo,+oo}. Using equation V .6  another change of variable is 
made
a sm t~ ° o
3  1
4tc k 3.
oo oo oa
i -  { dkx J dkyJ dK J ^ x . n ^ r  E) VII.13
We have transformed from the canonical momentum, a convenient repre­
sentation for the external region, to a velocity representation. This allows us to 
take advantage of the spherical symmetry of the initial state. Changing to 
spherical coordinates in the velocity, where
R-k=kXi> = k0 sin(0)cos(<p) VII.14
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we have that
3 1 1
VII.15
/ k2odk0(*kof f  da  [sin(e)cos(<p)]26 ( E , - E)
0 Q
Consider the argument of the delta function. Using equation V.6 for k0 we have 
that
The relationship between the total energy in the external and atomic gauges is 
given by equation VI.7, and so with this and equation VII.16 we can write the 
delta function as
»(£,-£) = 8 -1 -(k/g2-£*»”
2 me
VII.17
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This puts the integral in a very convenient form
0 smt ° o
VII.18
/  k% dk0(*k0f f  da  [sin (6) cos(<p)]2 6 1- { * k 0)2- E atm
2 m.
Changing variables from k0 to £  gives that
°smt~ °o
3 J  
4n k
VII.19
T3/2
fd Q  [sin(6) cos((p)]2 6 (E,o -  E aftn)
The integral over the delta function is trivial
<4*= °o -T " / [sin(0)cos(<p)]2 VII.20
4w JQ
and the angular integral is the integral of x2/ ^  over a unit sphere; it is (4/3)tt. 
This leads to the final result that the smooth contribution to the cross section is 
the no-field cross section, just as we obtained in the semiclassical theory:
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B. Oscillations in the Spectrum
We consider the second term in the integral of equation VII.7
Josc 7C
3  *<■>£
£  / t f Py.  / si n S „ ( U  8 ( £ , - £ )
n=0
Substituting in for the final state energy, the delta function is given by
5 ( E r E )  =  8 - E
If we define the following quantity
then the delta function can be written as
6 (E ,-E ) = 8
2
VII.22
VII.23
VII.24
VII.25
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Making the following change of variable
2/77/
VII.26
d P z  =
m.
2/17 .E ,
the oscillatory contribution to the cross section is rewritten as
x  _ ° o  
a osc~ 7t
h/77o0)s
VII.27
dE,E /  dpyJ  r„( U  sin S.( U  »[ E,„ -  e„(pyj) ]
n=0 _ jJ2m0Ez^
The momentum in the z direction is a real quantity and so integrating over the 
delta function will set a lower limit on the value of p and this is given byVo
pn- ^ ( e n-E )  VII.28
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which is equivalent to energy conservation for E with nzo
contribution is then given by
it 0 ‘K )3
E  f dPj
^ ° Pn  ' y° \ l2 l ” eE„(Pyo)
Using the previously defined quantity
X=0
Py0
and defining the dimensionless quantity
m0<*B
eF \ <«»-*>
then since
2mgEn(pyo) =2m, E - e„ + eF
0. The oscillatory
VII.29
sin S „U 0)
IV.4
VII.30
VII.31
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we have in the new variables
2m0EnU o) = 2mgeF
and o ^ , can be written in the following manner
° 0 3 mgu>B
//4 *(db
ft
A { *  J N
2eF
Yfii^o) o / c \■sinS„($0)
0=0 y
With the definition
fn U o ) m ~
°o JL
IX 2 /
r „  \7/4
Wg^B
2eF Y A U
the oscillatory part of the cross section is
An) An)
°L=E f  £ f
n~° Pn fl_0 ’ ’n feo~&n
VII.32
VII.33
VII.34
VII.35
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We consider these types of sums/integrals in detail in appendix 4. If the 
density of states is large compared to the number of classical returning orbits, 
as discussed in this section part D, then the sum can be converted to an 
integral, and a two-dimensional stationary phase approximation can be used in 
its evaluation. We show in appendix 4 that
eF_________ »j_ 1/2 A4.39
2 < jiBSjy> m 0 <j3B U y ( 1 + i ) y ) - 2 U y
where
VI 1.36
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is now a function of the continuous variable e. We have used the definitions
(eF/os)
u y » — — —
V2 m9ej
VII.37
PjVj ~ ~
\J2meej
where is given by equation VII.28 and en->ej is now a continuous variable. 
The stationary phase points are the values of e at which there are returning 
orbits. Our stationary phase approximation must therefore include a sum over 
these orbits ( j ):
>osc
j
3  m ^ e F  1 Uy(1 -l> y )
1/2
2  ( * / r o)3 u y 2 ** Uy(1 + 5 y ) -2 U y
sin 1
/ _ \
1 /1 2 f 1 I rt
(i) pV o)
7 £  V1 "  u/
uy
vr ~vi\ j j+ ^ 2
VII.38
Making the definitions
C,x(E) = ot
3 /neY.eF 1 Uy(1 -U j)
1/2
2 ( * /g 3  Uy V 1 +5y ) - 2 5 /
VII.39
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* / E )  -
then the oscillatory part of the cross section can be written as
C /(E ) sin * / E )  VII.41
l
and the j refers to the jth returning orbit.
C. Summary of Results
A similar analysis is performed for light polarized along the y-axis, and 
the z-axis, in the appendices 5 and 6. There we find, as we did for x polarized 
light, that the smooth function integrated over the final states gives rise to the 
no-field cross section. The oscillatory contribution to the cross section provides 
different coeficients, however the phase remains the same. Our results are 
listed here.
1 eF
Cl) a\  O )
2 ( 1 I 11VJ Uy- —
I uyJ ♦1*2
VII.40
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We write the cross section as the sum of a smooth function (no-field 
cross section), and an oscillating function
aq= °o + ]C Ojq(E)s in^ j(E )  VII.42
/
where the amplitude of the oscillations is given by
Cf(E) = ot 3
m ^ e F  1 U y (  1 - 1 ) ; )
1/2
2 O k0?  h l>/(1 + \ f J) - 2 V j
VI 1.43
0 /(E )  -  - a 0
3  m ^ e F  1 1/2 ( u y -  U , ) 2
2  ^ kof  v , V j (  1 +  U y )  - 2 5 y
VII.44
and the phase is
C /(E ) = 0 VII.45
* /(£ )
1 \ 1 f \ , 2 f l ,  1 I . . .  ^
n  v
Uy
- U y
b - y j
VII.40
An alternative approach to the derivation of the photodetachment cross 
section is provided in appendix 7. It is a bit more involved, however it does
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provide some insight into the nature of the process. In this alternative approach 
each level of the oscillator gives rise to a partial cross section an, and the total 
cross section is just the sum 0 = £  o„. The approach also leads to the 
quantum integral derived by Fabrikant7.
D. Stationary Phase and Density of States
Let us give conditions for validity of the stationary phase approximation 
used to derive equations VI1.40 and VI1.42-45. We have changed a summation 
to an integral, and then applied a stationary phase approximation. The 
stationary phase points are where e -^, and €j is the energy of the returning 
orbit. For a given total energy (E) there is a minimum and maximum value for 
the classical energy e for which there are returning orbits (see chapter 2, 
equations 11.12, 11.15). Therefore, there will be n(+)-n(‘) quantum harmonic 
oscillator levels which bound the classical energies (ep for the returning orbits, 
ie  en(-) <Gy<  e„(.). Additionally there are (2j + 1) returning orbits for a given 
energy E. We can expect the stationary phase approximation to be valid if 
many terms in the sum over n add to give the contribution from each orbit,
« 1  VII.46
n(+) -  n(_)
From the classical analysis (chapter 2, equation III.6) the boundary energies are
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eb ~
(eFlusf
2m. 6 + - I *
VII.47
Since the number of returning orbits for a given energy is 26<2/+1 <26+2 
we can let j be approximately equal to b. From appendix 7 an expression for 
n(±) has been derived and the result is
/?<*> = 1 1
/ r-eF 2  *+ jzatm ± _ L eF j2 m BE atm 1 VII.48
i to 3 a t o o\ B) l” e Cl) a\ ° i
v ° 2
With 2b+1 given by
26+1 2
71N
2/77*6 VII.49
(eF/cos)2
and the range of harmonic oscillator levels
/7<+>-/7<->= 1 2 — (e F ) j2 m eE attn
*|0>S mB
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m a2y'+1 -
n ^ - n ^ "  *  (eF /uB)2 \
VII.51
:a*m
If the energy associated with the drift velocity is small compared to EaUT1 then by
equation VI.7 Eext-Eatm and eb is approximately equal to E. This gives us that
^ ^ — « 1  VII.52
which is to say that the ratio between the spacing of harmonic oscillator levels 
(Aen), and the kinetic energy associated with the drift velocity must be much 
less than 1,
7  T T j  v "-53
2 '
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On the other hand if the energy associated with the drift velocity is very 
large compared to Eatm then
:ext, 1
2 ma
/  _ \ jeF
COB) VII.54
eF]
2 m. co
and equation VII.51 is given as
tltOi m.
tc (eF/wB) y 2mgE atm
« 1 VII.55
VII.56
v  drift vo
where v0=t>k0 is the initial speed of the electron.
The inequalities of equation VII.53 and 55 are two ways of ensuring that 
the density of harmonic oscillator levels is high enough that the conversion from 
a sum to an integral makes sense.
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In some calculations, we evaluated the sum numerically and compared it 
with the stationary phase result. Under the parameters of the calculation, the 
left hand side of equation VII.53 was approximately equal to 1/2. Somewhat 
suprisingly, the stationary phase approximation gave very respectable 
agreement with the exact sum. This shows that the inequality "< <" in equation 
VII.53 need not be interpreted too strictly.
A second condition is also required for the validity of this approximation: 
the determinant of second derivatives of the phase cannot be too small. The 
relevant quantity is the denominator of equation VI1.38. If this quantity vanishes, 
or is very small, then two stationary phase points have collided. In the three- 
dimensional semiclassical language, this means that a caustic has come close 
to the nucleus, and the semiclassical approximation fails.
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APPENDIX 1: Calculate a^  (y and z polarized light)
In chapter 1, section VII, part A, we derive the direct contribution to the 
photodetachment cross section for x polarized light. Here we wish to calculate 
the same quantity given y or z polarized light. Equation Vll.13(a) gives us the 
direct contribution to the cross section for arbitrary linear polarization as
a O r~
64 it2 q2 k3 © i h<h 
0 ( k b+k2) *  m
m I A1.1
where the coefficients b^[m are defined through the equivalence of equation 
IV.4 and IV.5, of chapter 1, that is
. i — y  
DWfxt=e rR(r)
+ e rR(r)
,T ~ y
+ e 8 rR(r)
a.
- /a L
a, 3 yi.o
A1.2
167
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l-Sf-y
D n f ) = e " * B rR (r ) E  Vw<e,<p> A1.3
m
From this we calculate that
tn w W
A1.4
and
Both results lead to the same answer, i.e. the direct contribution to the photo­
detachment cross section is given by
adk~
64 tc2 p2 /r3 e2 
3c ° ( k 2b+k2)3 *
the no-field cross section (a0).
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APPENDIX 2: Calculate am (y and z polarized light)
In chapter 3, section I, the return contribution for the photodetachment 
cross section was derived, and this was given by equation VII.34 as
® ret a o ^
6m0u B 71 G/
1/2
(eF/<oB) k I1- ” *] M 1+5/ ) - 25/]
[ X (®ouf> *Powf) X r^et) ]
sin 1 {e F )
* m9v>B <0 , .2
u 7
1
U / -  — + |iy
A2.1
The cross section at this point has not been evaluated for any particular linear 
polarization. The dependence upon the polarization is contained within the
169
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function x(0><p)- ,n equation A2.1 the definitions for
(eF laB)X>j>
V
V 1 A2.2
have been used, where by energy conservation, for returning orbits
pr ^ ( e r E) A2.3
A. Y Polarized Light
Consider the angular quantity x(0><p) fo r  light polarized in the y direction. 
The definition of x(0.<p). equation VI.2 of chapter 1, is
x (0 .< p ) - E  *CmV'i>1B(0p<p) A2.4
m
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Using the definition of the spherical harmonics
—  sine©^
8n
A2.5
^1,-1 (0» *P) — ^ —  sine©'7*8 n
the angular dependence is given by
x (0.<p) = —  sine sin<p 
A it
A2.6
The geometry of the returning orbits requires that 6out=0ret=jr/2 (pz=0) and 
<pret=-(pout. This allows us to write
X (0oUf. O x * ( 0 ref. ‘P/8,) = ~ s i n 2(<pouf) A2.7
It is necessary to rewrite this quantity in terms of the variables used to describe 
the motion in the external region. Since
sin2(<pw<)= A2.8
j r + j r
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Using the fact that
0>k)2 = me2(S?+yz) 
eF
m* y =Py0—
A2.9
(0B
it is possible to write
471
eF
a)B)
1 1
(** )2 5
Substituting into equation A2.1 then 
3 mg%eF 1
Uy(1 + 5 y ) - 2 5 y
11/2 ( V */)2
A2.11
sin 1
( w-\e F \ 2 1 J H 2 f 1 1 71
* m 0 u>B too\  o /
-2 V 
U/
l - t )y Vj ~ —  
U;V J J + ^ 2
With the following definitions
C / ( E ) . - o ,
3  n n ^ e F  1 5 / 1/2(U y -U y )3
2  ( * * ) 3 u y Uy(1 + U y ) - 2 G y / 1 “ uy
A 2 .1 2
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* / E )  - eF
QB ) .2U/
/ j  \
U/ " ‘ 
u/ ;
+ P/
the returning contribution is given by
B. Z Polarized Light
In the case of light polarized in the z direction
x(9.«p) = |  V'i.oO.v)
Using the definition for the spherical harmonic
A tz
cose
-  A2.13
2
A2.14
A2.15
A2.16
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the angular dependence is given by
x(9.<p) = 4 ju
c o s e
For returning orbits 6out=0ret=7r/2 (pz=0) and so for light polarized in 
direction we have the trivial result that x (e ^ , 9ouf) x * (e ^ , cp^)=0. 
still write that the oscillatory contribution is given by
< ^ = E  CjZ(E) s in  4>y( E )
7
where we have chosen cf( E)=0 .
the z 
We may
A2.18
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APPENDIX 3: Matrix Elements (y and z polarized light)
We collect here some results from chapter 4. We write down the 
momentum representation for the initial and final states. We include the 
approximation for the x dependence of the final state. The relationship between 
the kinetic momentum (tik) and the canonical momentum (p) is set down in the 
fourth equation.
—  Ba  -----  11.15
° / / , 2(k 2b+k*)
V f W ' Q n i P x )  H P y - P y )  P z ) IV. 10
4>n(P*) = ^ [(An- iB n)b{px-p Xo) + (An+iBn)H p x+pXo)]
IV. 12
175
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For small x we have that
fcje- P -— y0)B
II.8
The final state wave function in momentum space is very localized with respect 
to the initial state.
Consider the dipole matrix element given by
dpq
A3.1
For y polarized light if we use the fact that
dPv
2 B 1
° ( k \ + k z) \
2 _ b  2^  P y - ( G F l (0 B)
0 f,2 (k%+kz)z
A3.2
the matrix element
<* | /V -4 _ | f  >: 
dPy
-4iB„ Pyo- ( e F lu B)
( k \+ k 20)z
An{py)  A3.3
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is obtained. For z polarized light
dPz
B.O n
k 2)
B„ Pz
t f n  ( k \+ k 2?
dPz
-4 iB„ PzB
{k\+k%)z
4 X Py,)
A3.4
A3.5
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APPENDIX 4: Two-Dimensional Stationary Phase Approximation
In this appendix we examine the solution of integrals with rapidly 
oscillating integrands using the two-dimensional stationary phase approximation. 
The approximation is stated in the following way
f  f(xux2) dxx dx2
e « f{X0)e
2  i t  iZ s g n & V 'f  A 4 ' 1
|det^(J?0)/ / 11/2
The primes indicate differentiation with respect to the argument. The stationary 
phase points are given by the condition ^  S(X0) =0. We have used the 
notation that
d 2 S d 2s
dXx2 dXxdX2
d 2s d 2s
dX2dXx d x £
178
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The signature (sgn) of the matrix is defined as the number of positive 
eigenvalues minus the number of negative eigenvalues. S(x) is considered real.
When evaluating the oscillatory integral of the cross section, in a 
quantum treatment of the photodetachment of H' in perpendicular electric and 
magnetic fields, we must calculate quantities such as
A4.3
with the phase given by
o
S„(£0) = - 2 /
A4.4
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where
W  c) - M ”)2-5?
= +\j2n+\ A4.5
e„ = !hQB(/7+- l)
Additionally, in writing the phase we have used the equivalence 
that 2y7?Tc = - jn  .
Assuming that the density of states is high enough so that the sum may 
be changed to an integral
•  X! £ \
/= — — f  f  fU °’e) 0JS^ e) d l.d e  A4.6
o yU
where *<oB A n-< /e , and the discrete quantities have changed to functions of
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the continuous variable e.
Y(Z0,e) =
M * )  =
2e f 2
W o
2e
W o
A4.7
1 mau B (e -E )
The stationary phase approximation does not work for the integral as 
written. The integrable singularity at the lower limit, however, allows us to make 
a change of variable, and the transformed integral can be solved using the 
stationary phase approach. Use the following change of variable
C = v/E„-J>(e)
Eo= C2 +3>(e) A4.8
2rfC= , ■ -*«,
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The integral is transformed to the following form
-  v W ®
/ = — [  f  f ( ( 2+?(e ) )  e /S(c2+J>(e)) 2dHde
^®so o
and the phase in the new variables is written as
c
S(C2+3>(e),e) = - 2  f  Y(C,2*J>(e))2(,0 : /
+ Zp jn  -  j n
A. Calculate the Phase and Evaluate the Stationary Phase Points
To arrive at the expression for the phase in the new variables it is 
convenient to start with {£0,en}, calculate the phase, and then make the 
transformation to {C,e}. To evaluate the phase the following integral is
A4.9
A4.10
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calculated
s „ ( U  -  - 2  /  - i *
An)
A4.11
-1 ' £ N *»0
c(n)
*?> y
.(«)2 n b(»)2.;_
"«*» ~2~*P +J%
Using the identity
co s_1( t i )  + s in - 1( r i )  = -~-1 , it A4.12
the phase is written as
s„U0) = - W 4 n)2- ^ - ^ )2cos' 1
i*»o
p(n)
*<P
-  sS?2/ *  + /* A4.13
At this point the change of variable is made
S (C ,e )  = - ( C 2 + l P ( e ) ) ^ 5 , ( e ) - ( C 2 + lP (e ))s
+ ^ ( e ) c o s -1
A4.14
C2 + P ( e )
I «>(«)
+ ^ ( e ) /n  - / i t
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Equation A4.14 is the phase of the integrand.
Using the chain rule the first derivatives of equation A4.14 are calculated
dS
dC
dS
4 {  f t
2 y/2m0e
( © F / o s ) A4.15
1 -
M e)
C2+P(e)
I M e>
(eFI ofl)
J2in0e
jn
Using the condition for stationary phase, the stationary phase points occur 
when C=0, and when the transcendental equation
1 - rtp(«/>
I w J
(e/r/u£,)cos-'
J 2 m ge,
r P(ey) \ (eF/(o5) ^  Q A416
is satisfied. Using the definitions
. (eF luB))j«  -----------
sJ2m0ej
PjDy® -----1---
\]2m0ej
A4.17
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where by energy conservation Pj is given by
A4-18
the condition for stationary phase can be written as
^1 -U y  -  CyCOS"1 (uy) -  uj jn  = 0 A4.19
This equation is just the classical criterion for returning orbits (see 
chapter 2, section II). Given an energy E only trajectories having the correct 
values of Pj and ej, determined by the above equation, return to the origin and 
form closed orbits.
The other stationary phase condition, where C2 + <;(e) = ^ ( e ) , is not a 
valid stationary phase point. This point is in a region where the one­
dimensional WKB approximation has failed.
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B. Evaluation of the Phase at the Stationary Phase Points
Evaluating the phase of the integrand, equation A4.14, at the stationary 
phase points, i.e where {C-»0,e-»e,}
S(0,ey)= -0>(e;) ^ ( e /)-a>2(ey) + ^ (e ^ c o s ’ 1 ' ? (« /)  >
A4.20
+ ~ j*
Factoring out a $,p(ej) and using equation A4.16, the condition for stationary 
phase, this may be rewritten as
S(0,ey) = - ^ ( e y) 1 - ( * (« /)  )
2 0>(ey) U eF I <*B)) -1
M « /) { J2meej J
-j% A4.21
or
5(0, ej) = - 1
/  r - \eF 2J_ /1 ,.2 1
(0d\  o -2 V U/
1-uy V j ~  —
. U7J
-jTt A4.22
This is just the classical action of the j**1 closed orbit divided by Planck’s 
constant, plus an additional phase factor (see chapter 2, section V).
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C. The Matrix and its Signature
Next the second derivatives of the matrix are calculated and then 
evaluated at the stationary phase points. After some long and tedious algebra
d2S
d ?
= - 4 / ^ ( e y) - y 2(e;) A4.23
spt
or
dzS 
de2
w. {eFl o>s)
^tp(ej) ~'P2(e/) / 2 /n ^
-1
A4.24
tP(ey) (eFI<*s)) - 2
JJ
c/2S
c/e2
2 1
*  (^ wb)2 e F ^ m 9e, 5
[ » y ( l + W / ) - 2 u y] A4.25
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Both mixed second derivatives are zero. This gives that
d2S
§ "  = 3C2
0
0
d2S
de
A4.26
and the determinant of this matrix is
-8  <*>sdel5(0,e/) // =
(*cos)2 eF
(e F /o s)
f tm eej
A4.27
tP(ey)
/
1 +
2'
-P |> F /w s)'|
Zp(ej) I j / p m JJ
or
det£(0,e,)" = ~ 8 [u/( l + 5 y ) - 2 u /1 A4.28
(>»oB)2 B uy L n  "  n
In determining the signature of this matrix we note that the second 
derivative with respect to C is negative definite and so the signature of the
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matrix must depend upon the sign of the quantity (see equation A4.25)
. '  ( 1 - 5 )
A4.29
Classically for the orbits j(a), since ej(a)<eb, we must have that (see chapter 2, 
equation IV. 18)
2 v b 2 5 /
(1+1>J (1+1>j)
and so the signature of the matrix is -2. For the orbits j(b) the opposite holds,
ei(b)> e b> and
25/, 25/
v,> -   > ------*— A4.31
' M i)  (i*«»
and the signature in this case will be zero.
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D. Evaluation of the Integral
The integral to evaluate is
-•/«♦»(*)-y<*)
/ = — [  f  f(C2+3>(e )) 2 d {d e
BO 0
2 2rc
A4.32
i^ -sgnSiO.e,)" is(a.\
e 4 /(£0-a’ (e;))e 'S(0*'>
* “ b |detS(0,e;)
All the quantities on the right hand side have been evaluated. Substituting in for 
the various quantities then, for j(a) orbits
/(a) "  it eF 5 /
2 Uy(1 + {)y) ~ 2 5 y
1/2
A4.33
- /
f(Z0-? (e j))e
— 3— / ®f\2-1^/ 1-U* [U/-4-U(2/+1)-5.
{J® \  « y / 2
There is an additional factor of 1 /2 due to the stationary phase point being 
located at the lower limit of the integration. Now (2j+1)=/jj is the Maslov index
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for j(a) type orbits (see chapter 2, section IV), therefore
1(a) * 7t eF * /
2a>Bf im 0(oB 2U y (1  + V j ) - 2 G y
1/2
)®
For j(b) orbits
1(b) -  it eF 5/
2 o Bf im 0<jtB Uy(1+u5)-2Cy
1/2
-/
Since the Masiov index for j(b) type orbits is 2j we have that
1 ( b ) "  ic eF 5/
2 o s^/77eO)fl U/(1 +^y)“ 2uy
1/2
f ( 7 ( e j ) ) e
A4.34
A4.35
A4.36
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So for both j(a) and j(b) orbits we have
/ = £  f  M l sL els^o)
«=° ?n fto -V n
~ n eF
Uy(1+u5)-2uy
1/2 A4.37
- /
1yiffijOg
If we let S-*-S what happens to the evaluation of the integral? There is 
an overall minus sign associated with the first derivatives, and this has no affect 
on the point of stationary phase. The only difference, other than S-*-S, comes 
when the signature of the matrix is calculated. Now the second derivative with 
respect to C is positive definite, and the other element will switch sign as well. 
The overall affect is that
An)r'
/ssE  /  - ^ y _ e - /s"(U d i0
n=0 Vn
~ 71 eF 5 /
«y( 1 + i > y ) - 2 u y
1/2
f(3>(e))e
fc/n,oa\ o a/ zy  \ '*// 2
A4.38
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APPENDIX 5: The Quantum Cross Section (y polarized light)
We have from section VI of chapter 4 that the photodetachment cross 
section for H‘ in perpendicular electric and magnetic fields is given by
°«/ =
2%2ezy, E ! dP ,J « P ..
A5.1
>>2 Up a
If the light is polarized along the y-axis 
2 k2 e2
m c  E : /  « P yJ  op*.
• "■0 -  -  A5.2
2mgEp t / - d  \ , 2
*2 ' dp,
193
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Using the result of appendix 3 that
< f > . l l p
0PV
py -(eFI(oB)
2 \2 A n (P y 0)
A3.3
and the result from chapter 4 (equation IV.5), An(py )=W„(50) , upon substitu­
tion
°y =
2m0Ep 1
c f. . >i2 t)2/ 0 A5.3
t  / O P yjdP t. (y  <C' -  E >
—  —  (k b+ k 0r
Where the definition for the dimensionless Hermite function given by
.  11/4
mgoiB
A5.4
has been used. Using the definition
I * 0
n  A 5 . 5Hy0
e<*B
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the cross section is given by
3 2 n 2 B% e z 2 m g E p ( 0 B
a y -
C  t i  . *  N
t  ] d P y j d Pz.
/J-0 _C0 — «•
« o -
me<*B
*
(eF/(oe)
t^i/77e(i)g
2 (TT 2
It has been shown in chapter 4, section VI that
and so factoring this quantity outside the integral we have
°y =
32n2B% ! e2
c { k \+ k \?  *
to, meu B
E  Jd P yJd P i
n*0
( e F / t o fl) M / 8  (E ,-£ )
The no-field cross section is given by
6 4 n 2 eg <r„3 a 2 
°°  30 (Ari+Ar'j3 "
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A5.6
A5.7
A5.8
A5.9
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and so the cross section may be expressed as
<Jy = a o
M  OB ■
E /  dP,. I  dP*
A5.10
n= 0
So-
(e F /a B)
•Knz b{E t -E )
At this point a one-dimensional WKB approximation is used for the 
dimensionless Hermite function. After normalization
2 1 sin
71 w
/«(/» A5.11
where
A5.12
The turning point is ^  = 2 e
’hto
5. and so Yn(£0) is given also by the equation
Y n U o )  =
2 e n Py, A5.13
YlfTlgLig
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Defining the action to be
S„(U » - 2 /  Yn(lJ)t%0> + 2jn*
An)
and using the trigonometric identity
sin2(ti) = - l- |c o s (2 ii)
the cross section is
° /= ■ji
3 ^ 8  
2 ( ^ 0)3
E  f  dpr, f  dp,
—m
1
/j=0
(e F /o s)
Yn {Z o )
[ l +s\nSnt t 0) ]H E r E)
A5.14
A5.15
A5.16
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A. The Smooth Background
Consider the integral involving the smooth function of Yn(£0). After 
substituting for Yn($0) the cross section is given by
a y -  —  °  smt ~ n
3
2 ( ^ 0)3
A5.17
£  [ “ PyJdP ,.n=0
_ eF  
Pya------
f t  maen-p y *
6 (E f -E )
Assuming the sum over n may be changed to an integral, i.e.
V  -  —L  f  de A5.18
n-0 n wb o
the smooth contribution to the cross section is now a three-dimensional integral
y _ ao°  smt ~ ■n
3 1
2
A5.19
]  d e f  d p ,J  dp!c Py.-
eF
0>n f tm ge -p }y0
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Making the change of variable
Pxo = ^ m 0e -p yo2
A5.20
de = —  px dpx 
m 0 x° 0
the smooth contribution may be rewritten as
y - ^ 2smt ~
3 1 1
2 ( ^ o ) 3. 2 m0
A5.21
f  “ P y J  d P :. P y.-
eF
10 a
5 ( £ , - E )
We make another change of variable from the canonical momentum to a 
velocity representation. Changing to spherical coordinates where
/r*^ =  Ary# = /rosin(0)sin(<p) A5.22
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the smooth contribution can be written as
a sm t~  ° o
jk\dke{1,k0f[da [sin(9)sin(<p)f 8 (E ,-E )
Integrating over the delta function gives us
[sin(0)sin(<p)]2
Ait J
and we have the final result that
„ y
0 sm t~ a o
A5.23
A5.24
A5.25
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B. Oscillations in the Spectrum
Consider the second term in the integral of equation A5.16
_y _ "o
°  osc ~ 7C
3
2 9<*B
E  [ “ P yJd P i.n-o
A5.26
Ynt to )
slnSn(?0) 6(E f -E )
Substituting in for the final state energy we have that the delta function is given 
by
6(E ,-E ) = 6 eF n  P, - P , 2[ " y° 2me z°
- E A5.27
Defining the following quantity
A5.28
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the delta function can be written as
8<Er E ) - 8 2/77,
A5.29
If the change of variable
h-P*.2-E *.2 m,
A5.30
dP z  = dE,p m ,e^z„
is made the oscillatory contribution to the cross section may be rewritten as
y  ° o  
osc~ n ( ^ o )3
e<*B
“  :  ;  dEz
E / d" J - s = =n~0 o J2m0EZg
So-
(eF/tog)
sinS„(£0)
A5.31
W o )
5 [ ^ - E^ / o ) ]
Integrating over the delta function sets a lower limit on the value of p
A5.32
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The oscillatory contribution is then given by
. /  _ °o
osc 3 2 ? J L
(»*o)3
t  ' f d P y ' j d
n = ° Pn f 2m0E.
and using the definition of equation A5.5 for £0> and that
m0(oB
e F \
we have in the new variables that
2m9E „a o) = 2m0eF
and o ^  can be written in the following manner
,y -  °o
OSC
7/4
>1(0 B
2 eF
An)
« , (*»
E /*<n=0 <p
(e /7«a)
f im ga B
A5.33
sinS„(50)
A5.34
A5.35
A5.36
s in S n( 5 0)
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Defining
°o 1 3
/ \ m0<*B m tic.)s
% 2 / A { * J 2eF
5a-
( e F / c j B) 
fim 0 coe v ; ( u
then
r<«) 
•  <«>
* = osc ew «
t(n)tp
* . - £  / 4 = e #.c
From appendix 4 we have the result
«(<» 
•  <«>
/ = r  f  - W J p L e is-(u  d t0 
0=0
-  7U
eF 5/
2<Dfly,hrn#a)s Uy(1 +vzj ) - 2 v f
1/2
- /
/(5>(e))e
>>nt4aB\a Bl zy  \ " l )  2
A5.37
A5.38
A4.39
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Where the definitions
u,= (eF/<oB) 
1 f im eej
ElV , =' j ------------
yJ2meej
A5.39
have been used, and pj( by energy conservation is
/77-Op
Pj m~ l / ( er E) A5.40
The oscillatory part of the cross section is then
° yosc= " ° o E
3 m^eF 1 5/
1/2
2 ( * * 0)3 V Uy(1+C5)-2Uy
(Uy-5y)2 . — ^-sin  
2
1 eF)
%m9a B Q,
A5.41
' 2 1 /+ 2 ( 1 I It
-2  V
VJ
y U y - ~
Making the definitions
C / ( E ) - - 0,
CO m e* © F  1 C7
2 (* * o )3 V U/(1 + u 5 ) - 2 U y / ! - l ) y 2
A5.42
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* ,(E )  - 1
t eF) 2 1 /u 2 ( 1 I
(l) O\ -2 V uy
/ Uy- —
I » /J + ^ 2
A5.43
then
C / ( E )  s in <bj(E) A5.44
where the j refers to the jth returning orbit. Combining results of sections A and 
B we have that the cross section, for y polarized light, can be writen as
A5.45
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APPENDIX 6: The Quantum Cross Section (z polarized light)
We have from section VI of chapter 4 that the photodetachment cross 
section for H' in perpendicular electric and magnetic fields is given by
° < 7  =
27t2e2fi E ! « P y J  <>Pz
m°C n'° — — A6.1
2mj£ t  | (T , | /> . - ^ - |Y />|28(E,-E)
t,2 ' ' '  dpt<7
If the light is polarized along the z-axis
. - 2 ^ ±  f d p y j d p ,o =
1710°  n'° A6.2
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Using the result of appendix 3 that
= An{ p )
*Pz *  /o
A3.5
and the result from chapter 4 (equation IV.5), An(py ) =tKn(50) , 
upon substitution
°z =
32nzB% 02 2/weEp QS
© *  ■ ti N
m0<*B
A6.3
E  ! dP y J dPz.n= 0 _
Pza
o<*B
2 n 7  2
—— 5-----  6 (E f - E )2 1.2 »4 v 1 '( n + k - 0)
We have used the definition for the dimensionless Hermite function given by
x 11/4
Kn[lo) A6.4
and
So"S lx=0 
Py„ A6.5
e<*B
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It has been shown in chapter 4, section VI that
factoring this quantity outside the integral
° z  =
32k2££ 1
0 (k % * k \ f  *
0),
* \
E  [d P y J d p ,,
n=0 .ao _ta
ms<jbB
P*o H n2 6( E, -E)
Using the fact that the no-field cross section is given by
a 64712 ^  ko e2 
3c </r* + * 20)3 *
the cross section may be expressed as
°z=°o
3 JU0g_
2 i>k0f . “ a
E  f d P , J d P ,
P t.
/»=0 _
A6.6
A6.7
A6.8
A6.9
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At this point a one-dimensional WKB approximation for the dimensionless 
Hermite function is used. After normalization
2 1 sin /ADi p
A6.10
where
V„(U = l/4",2-5 A6.11
The turning point is = 2e±  and so Yn($0) is also given by the equation
B
Y n t t o )  =
2e n  r y 0 A6.12
tio)B firn9ti)e
Defining the action to be
S „ (E 0) = - 2 / Y „ ( l J ) d ^  + 2 j n x A6.13
t(fl)
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and using the trigonometric identity
sin2(n) = -^ - - |c o s (2 ii)
the cross section is
°z =
3
2 (*> K f
l/iWTVo]
E I  dP, J  dP-. P*.
n=0
- J — [ 1 + s i n S „ ( 5 0) ]  » ( £ , - £ )
'  n\**o)
A. The Smooth Background
Consider the integral involving the smooth function of Yn(50)- 
substituting for Yn(£0) the cross section is given by
smt' TC
3
2 E {dPrJ dP*.
Pil
n- 0 J2meen-py
b (E f -
A6.14
A6.15
After
E) A6.16
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Assuming the sum over n may be changed to an integral, i.e.
n=0
fd e
B 0
A6.17
the smooth contribution to the cross section becomes a three-dimensional 
integral
z  _ ° 0
smt ~ it
fde{dpyJ dp2'
)j2m ge-p i
b(E f -E )  A6.18
Yc
Making the change of variable
de = —  px dpx 
m0 ° °
A6.19
the smooth contribution can be rewritten as
sm t'
It 2/77, /  dP * J dP ,J  5 (E/ -  ^  A6'20
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We make another change of variable from the canonical momentum to a 
velocity representation. Changing to spherical coordinates where
K-2= kZg = k0 cos(6)
the smooth contribution can be written as
°  smt ~ ac
oo
—  f  k20dk0f ik 0f  f  dCl cos2(0) &(Ef -  £
0  Q
Integrating over the delta function gives
°sm t=°0-£ -[d C l cos2(6) 
4 *  J
and we have the final result that
° smf= °o
A6.21
A6.22
A6.23
A6.24
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B. Oscillations in the Spectrum
Consider the second term in the integral of equation A6.15
z °0
osc n
3
2 (fc /y3
e<*B
E  [ d P y J d P i .
n-0  _
Pz0
Y „ U 0 )
sinS„($0) 6 (Er E)
Substituting in for the final state energy the delta function is given by
5(E ,-E ) = S e n ~
eF
me<x>BPy0 + 2 m, ■Pzl
- E
If we define the following quantity
then the delta function can be written as
6 (E ,-E ) = 5
2/77. P z !  -  E n iP y J
A6.25
A6.26
A6.27
A6.28
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Making the change of variable
1 -  2
2/77,
the oscillatory contribution is rewritten as
.* - hosc “ %
17=0
5 [Ez0 ~ E"(py ) )
Integrating over the delta function sets a lower limit on the value of ny
/n»o)o
p . - 5 p a ( ^ - f i )
A6.29
A6.30
A6.31
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The oscillatory contribution is then given by
osc %
3 - ^ i .
w 3
i/krn.o,
and using the definition
e F \
m0(oB
(« •-*>
we have in the new variables
2m0En{Zo) = 2m0eF
N
and o * can be written in the following manner
°0 3
/  \ 
m0u B
m
It k*o { *  J 2eF
fin)ip
E / 2n=0 «p
(e F /o g)
tT)0 (0 g ^n(^o)
sinSn($0)
A6.32
A6.33
A6.34
A6.35
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Defining the coefficient
7/4 fiWB
2 eF
(eF/a?g) $0-!P(e)
f o l T l g t j b g  ^n(^o)
then
r(n) ,•> s$> f* /r  \ «• s*> /7
-E /
e(fl)
osa 07 a - ! S n ( l o ) d
n'°  Vn \^0_5>/7
From appendix 4 we have the result
r(/»£
l = j r  J  J S A  e ' S n ( t o )  (& > Q
0=0 9»„ v ^ ;
~ ft eF VJ
2ug^fi/n9(i)j UyO +5y)-20y
1/2
- / _ l _ ( » f \ 2_Lv/T 7^/u J .\ + ^  *
>,mt o B\ a B)  j 2 V  \  1 V , )  > 2
A6.36
A6.37
A4.39
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Where the definitions
U /  =
1 y/2mpee !'  A6.38
u/ = _ A _^ m gej
have been used, and Pj, by energy conservation is
A6.39
As V then f*  goes to zero. The contribution from the oscillating term is 
zero.
a z =0 A6-40u osc u
Combining results from sections A and B we have that the cross section, for z 
polarized light, can be written as
°Z=CT0 1 + £ C / ( E ) s i n $ y( £ )
I
A6.41
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where c f (E )  = 0,  and 
* j ( E )
1 bF\ - 1 IH 2 ( 1 I It
^m9 oe UsV. *> > -2 *
l-U ; Uy — 
U /V /
A6.42
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APPENDIX 7: An Alternative Perspective
In chapter 4 we derived the quantum mechanical photodetachment cross 
section for H' in perpendicular electric and magnetic fields. Here we also derive 
the photodetachment cross section, however, a slightly different approach is 
used. In this appendix we emphasize the fact that the total photodetachment 
cross section can be written as the sum £  an*> where anx represents the 
partial cross section to one of the harmonic oscillator energy levels. With an 
electric field alone photodetachment occurs to a continuum of final states. The 
problem of photodetachment in crossed electric and magnetic fields is similar to 
the electric field case in several ways. The detachment occurs to discrete levels 
(Hermite function) which are embedded in a continuum.
Photodetachment in an electric field alone is essentially a one 
dimensional problem. Transitions occur to a continuum of final states, which 
are characterized by Airy functions. The total cross section is proportional to 
the integral of the square of an Airy function, the lower limit of which is 
dependent upon the photon energy.
220
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The problem of crossed electric and magnetic fields is two dimensional. 
The added dimension is orthogonal and coupled to a free particle continuum of 
final states. This additional dimension is characterized by a harmonic oscillator 
Hamiltonian and its discrete energy levels. Each harmonic oscillator level is 
characterized by a partial cross section 0|?x> and the total cross section is 
given by the sum: 0 = £  ° nx-
For any given level of the oscillator the cross section is proportional to an 
integral over the square of the Hermite function, the lower limit of which 
depends on the photon energy. For very small magnetic fields the lower limit of 
this integral will be near the turning point the Hermite function, and in this case 
the Hermite function can be approximated by an Airy function. The problem 
becomes analogous to that of the electric field alone.
We begin by considering equation 1.1 and I.2 of chapter 4. A function
Dx( tPn) is defined such that the cross section is proportional to the
quantity £  Dx(Pn) . We examine the behaviour of this function as the total 
/ ! *  0
energy is varied, or n is changed. Three regions are identified depending on 
the value of E and n. Next we calculate the cross section for two limiting cases.
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First, the kinetic energy associated with the drift velocity is taken to be much 
less than Eatm (the total energy in the atomic gauge). Second, the opposite 
case, where the kinetic energy of the drift velocity is taken to be much greater 
than Ea,m.
A. The Function D^P,,)
We begin with equations for the photodetachment cross section, 
equations 1.1 and I.2 of chapter 4. They are combined and rewritten in the 
following way for arbitrary linear polarization
Substituting in for the final state energy the delta function is given by
A7.1
8(Er E) = 8 e„- A7.2
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Defining the following quantity
E„(py ) ~ E - e n + - ^ - p y 
n y° n m9u>B y°
the delta function can be written as
2 m. ~ EniPy)
Making the change of variable
- P j  = ^2 m9 -•
dpz  — —  dEz
the cross section can be written as
°« =
2n2e2^
(1*0 QE
. m 2 ( r  K ^ I / v ^ - i t , ) ! *4me Ep_______ Pg
H E2n- EniPy))
A7.3
A7.4
A7.5
A7.6
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The extra factor of 2 comes from the fact that can be either positive orr *o
negative, and therefore the limits of the integration have changed.
Since E zO and n is to be real, a lower limit is set on n This limit is
*o  9 zo Yo
given by
The cross section is
We will only consider x polarized light, however a similar analysis leads to 
results for y and z polarized light. The cross section in this case is given by
a A7.8
2 * 2e2*
® x ~ mec
A7.9
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Substituting for the matrix element, chapter 4, equation V.5
d  - 4  B 0 P Xo
2 / »,2 \2 V.5
with Bn given by equation IV.7 of the same chapter
t/fi ma (o o IV.7
the cross section is
°* =
64 tc2 £%; e2 
c *
2m0Ep macoB 
fc2 *
/2
£:/ H " .  d P v  2 /  2 \4
n - °  Pn \ l2 m e E A P y 0)  ( k 2b + k % )
A7.10
It has been shown in chapter 4, section VI that the photon energy can be 
written as
2 m
A7.11
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Factoring this quantity outside the integral
6 4  jr2 8?
°jf = l
1
2\3
as / 2
*  " = °  P„ V 2 m e E n(Py0.)
dp,
The no-field cross section is given by
°o=-
6 4  i t2 8 ^
3c *
and this may be used to write ax as
° x = ° o -
3  ™0<*b ’KE  / -
*-° Pn \l2moEn(pyo)
dpv
Using the change of variable
A7.12
A7.13
A7.14
A7.15
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along with the following definitions
« » ( « • ) -
1/4
mg<*B
tP -  —  
n e F \
m9<*B
K - * >
then in the new variable
2meEnt f 0) = 2meeF
\
The cross section can be written in the following manner
°x =  °o
/  _  \7/4
*<*B
2 eF n* 0
K 2
<Ko
We will define the function
W '2
D,(3> „) = /  - =  <*■ 
i . l i P P n
A7.16
A7.17
A7.18
A7.19
A7.20(a)
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Without going into the details of the analysis a similar line of reasoning leads to 
the definition of the functions
W - J T So-
ie F lo B) A7.20(b)
DZ(P„) ■ / 2eF H nz C^0 A7.20(c)
for y, and z polarized light respectively.
Using the definition of equation A7.20(a) we can rewrite the cross section 
for light polarized in the x direction (equation A7.19) in the following way
° X = ( J 0
3
/ \ //4
/t3 { *  J N 2eF
E D^ n)iu 0
A7.21
which suggests
ctx = E  ° n  
n*0
x A7.22
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B. Behaviour of the Function D^IPJ
In considering the behaviour of the integral as a function of the total 
energy E, and the harmonic oscillator level n, it is worthwhile to make a further 
change of variable to remove the divergence at the lower limit:
1 A7.23
f t p * *
and then the function can be written as
Dx(5>„) = 2  /  H 'n2 ( C2 + IP J  c/C A 7 -24
Look at the function at the lower limit of the integral. It is essentially a 
Hermite function evaluated at the argument tPn. lPn depends on the difference 
between en and E (see equation A7.15). Taking E » e n, then we have 
that 3>n< _ , where ± ^  -  ±v/2/7+1 are the turning points of the Hermite
function. In this case the argument of the Hermite function, at the lower limit of 
the integral, is very negative. When we integrate over the range of C-{0,°°} we 
integrate over the entire Hermite function, and so we say that the lower limit is 
in the "left-hand" region. Changing the energy slightly, while holding n fixed,
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has little effect on the integration. The initial point of integration is shifted 
slightly within the exponential tail of the Hermite function. For fixed energy, and 
increasing n, the argument of the Hermite function becomes more positive.
Consider now the case where . The lower limit of the
integral is in the "central", or oscillating region of the Hermite function.
Changing the energy slightly, with fixed n, will produce oscillations in the value 
of the integral and hence the cross section. For fixed energy, and increasing n, 
the initial point of integration moves toward the right hand turning point of the 
Hermite polynomial. The central region includes the Landau threshhold where 
*n = E.
If we have the case where <pn> , then the initial point of integration 
will always be in the exponential tail, and we say that the initial point is in the 
"right-hand", or exponential region. The terms in this region provide negligible 
contribution to the cross section. With fixed energy, increasing n only pushes 
the lower limit further into the exponential tail.
The initial point of the integration is in one of the three regions described 
above. Next we identify, given an energy E, at what values of n does the lower 
limit change regions. We ask the question: given an energy E when
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does j»n = 
satisfied
with
Letting u
Since Eatm
± 5^  ? That is, for what values of n is the following equation
e F \
UhpZ(en-E )  = ± % )
e/J = fca>B(/7+-i) 
± 4 fl) = ±v/27 i^T
= ± v / 2 n + 1  we can write the following quadratic equation
1 02_ ,_gF_
2 m0u B\
* 0
remains finite as o>B-»0, using
£7ex? _ jzatm  .
_.\2
2m. 0)Bj
A7.24
A7.26
A7.27
A7.28
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and solving for u we obtain the equation for the right-hand turning point
+ v/ 2 / t+ T  =
(eF/toa)
1 ±
2m0E atm 
(eFI<oBf
A7.29(a)
and the left-hand turning point
— -  (eF/  Co s) 
V 27h T  = ^ -  b/
f im e<s>B
1 ±
2mgE atm
(e F I*B)2
A7.29(b)
The solutions of these equations depend upon the relative magnitude of 
the total energy (atomic gauge) and the kinetic energy of the drift velocity. If 
the energy associated with the drift velocity is much smaller than Ea,m then there 
is a positive solution for the right-hand turning point, equation A7.29(a), and 
there is a negative solution for the left-hand turning point, equation A7.29(b).
On the other hand, if the energy associated with the drift velocity is much 
greater than Eatm there will be no solutions for the left-hand turning point, i.e the 
right-hand side of equation A7.29(b) is a positive number on both branches. 
There will be two positive solutions for the right-hand turning point. The two 
cases are depicted in figures A7.1(a) and A7.1(b).
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Using the equations of A7.29 we can solve for n
/?1 = 1 1 \eFfccos 2 m9 + gatm  Lma
< r - \eF
CO D
f t  meE atm _ 1  A7.30(a)2
/?2 =
ha).
atm
<0,
_ 1  A7.30(b)
2
The magnitude of n is given by equations A7.30, and the sign of the 
turning point is given by the relative magnitudes of the total energy (atomic 
gauge) and the kinetic energy of the drift velocity. It makes sense, if the total 
energy is large, to write the cross section as
v E ° / +E ° n X + E ° n  A7-3/i=0 n=/7, n=/%
For kinetic energies of the drift velocity much smaller than Eatm, n, 
corresponds to the left-hand turning point, and n2 corresponds to the right-hand 
turning point. This is seen in figure A7.1(a). For a given energy Eatm the initial 
point of the integration reaches the left-hand turning point of the Hermite
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20.0
lower limit
n-16
n-12
integrand
10.0
n-9
/  central 
y ^  region
< ^ V V W y
right-hand
region
left-hand
region
n«4
n-2
0.0
7.52.5-2.5-7.5
figure A7.1(a): In this figure the total energy is fixed, and is much greater than 
the drift velocity. Both the lower limit and integrand of Dn($0) depend on n.
Here we show the relationship between the lower limit of integration (tPn) and 
the integrand evaluated at its argument £0. The vertical axis represents n. The 
horizontal axis displays both tPn and £0. The bold, straight line gives lPn as a 
function of n. The boundary between classically allowed and forbidden regions 
is given by the parabolic curve. The integrand is plotted for several values of n, 
and shows its oscillatory character when its argument is in the central region. 
The bold portions of the integrand curves represent the relevant range of in­
tegration of the function. If n is small, then for this energy, the lower limit is in 
the left hand region and the integration is over the entire oscillatory region of 
the integrand. As n increases the lower limit enters the central region. For very 
large n’s the lower limit is well into the exponential tail of the integrand.
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function at - ^ 2 /7, + 1. As n is increased further the initial point of integration 
moves toward the right-hand turning point. At n2 the lower limit of integration 
will equal the right-hand turning point, +^2/?2+1 • ln ^ ‘s ,im't t*ien>the first 
sum of equation A7.31 involves an integration over a classically allowed region 
with the initial point of integration in the "left-hand" region. The second sum 
involes integrations over the "central", or oscillatory region, of the Hermite 
function. The third sum puts the initial point of integration within the "right- 
hand", or classically forbidden region. Any contribution from the third sum can 
be neglected.
As we allow the kinetic energy of the drift velocity to increase with 
respect to Eatm, n, becomes smaller, and the number of terms in the first sum 
decreases. When Eatm is equal to the kinetic energy of the drift velocity there 
are no terms associated with the first summation (n1 is at a minimum value).
The second summation goes from n=0 to n2, with the initial point of integration 
in the central region. The third sum involves integrations over the right-hand, or 
forbidden region. Figure A7.1(b) is a plot of the situation.
Further increasing the drift velocity, such that it is greater than Eatm, 
increases the value of n,, however both points of intersection are now positive. 
The first and third summations both place the initial points of the integration in 
the right-hand region, and therefore their exponential contributions may be
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20.0
lower limitn-16
integrand
10.0 n«9
right-hand
region
central
region
left-hand
region
n-4
n-2
0.0
7.52.5-2.5-7.5
figure A7.1(b): In this figure the total energy (Ea,m) is fixed, and is equal to the 
drift velocity. The vertical axis represents n. The horizontal axis displays both 
5*n and i Q. The bold straight line gives us2Pn as a function of n. The integrand 
is plotted for several n’s and shows its oscillatory character when its argument 
(£0) is in the central region. The bold portions of the integrand represent the 
relevant range of integration, which is from Pn to «. If n is greater than zero, 
and not too large, the lower limit is in the central region. Notice that the lower 
limit of integration is close to the turning point of the integrand. Consider a 
given n for the moment. Since the lower limit also depends on the total energy 
then if we vary Eatm (n fixed) the partial cross section will exhibit the oscillatory 
character of the integrand. For very large n’s the lower limit is well into the 
exponential tail of the integrand. Compare this to figure A7.1 (a).
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neglected. The second summation involves the oscillatory (central) region of 
the function.
in the following two sections we consider the cross section for these two 
limits. In section C we discuss the limit where the relative magnitude of Eatm is 
much greater than the kinetic energy associated with the drift velocity. Section 
D considers the case where Eatm is much less than kinetic energy of the drift 
velocity.
C. <xn where 2 m .Eatm e » 1
(s/7o>s)z 
From equation A7.31
%
A7.31v n
n=0 n=n1 /?=/£
°*=E + E ° n *  + E °n
Reiterating, the first sum places the initial point of the integration in the left-hand 
region, and therefore a classically allowed region. The second sum has the 
initial point in the oscillatory, central region. The third sum has the initial point in 
the forbidden, right-hand region, and will be neglected. Consider the first 
summation.
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1) Left hand region E V
fl«0
We have that
E °/,x=°o
n-0
3
t  \7/4
l o > B
A {  *  J N 2 eF
En-0 A7.32
Substituting in for the function Dx(lPn)
*1
E °nx=°£n-0
/  _  \7/4mg(oB
2eF
“  nr/ 2
E
n'° Pn fto -F n
A7.33
We will use a one-dimensional WKB approximation to the Hermite function. The 
lower limit of integration (3»n), which is less than -£tp, is in the left-hand region. 
The connection formulas tell us that integrating from the exponentially small 
solution left of the turning point, into the classical region, we should use the 
normalized WKB approximation
.<n)■ i p
A7.34
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with Yn(£0) given by
Taking the derivative
n u .W « !? 2-«
A7.35
2 n<u cos
n
A7.36
If the quantity
S„(E0) = - 2 / Y„(a)d iJ*2jnn A7.37
r(n)S*>
is defined, and the trigonometric identity
COS2 (r j) = "g ^ COS(2 rj) A7.38
used the contribution to the cross section due to the left-hand region can be
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written as
°0 3
( \ m9<*B *o>s
7U k3 K 0 {  *  J \ 2 eF
A7.39
E " F =  /  n (U [1^ inS „(U ]«»
n ' °  V
If $ is outside the range -tfp z tg z t f?  . then the integral is zero because the 
Hermite function is in its exponential region. The lower and upper limits of the 
integral have therefore been changed to -  ( and ^  f respectively.
Considering V we have also factored out the square root.
a. the smooth background
Consider the integral of equation A7.39 which involves the smooth 
function of Yn(£0). This term is just
° o 3
/  \7/4
f  1
71 I  *  J N 2 eF
An)K/p
/  U U  A7.40
An)
The integral is just the quantization criterion and is equal to jr(n+1/2).
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Substituting this result gives
2 eF E  —  ( " + - )  s / s r 1 2 '
A7.41
Substituting for IPn
( ^ „ ) 3 ■Ji
/», ^C0s(/7 + - l)
E  --------------—  h<oflA/7
£s JETU
A7.42
From equation A7.30 we have that n, is approximately equal to E /ftug), and 
since en=;ho)B(n+1/2)I the smooth contribution can be written as
{mef *
{*k 0?  J2
A7.43
( W
assuming we can change the sum to an integral. We have extended the limits 
of the integration. When Eatm is much greater than the kinetic energy of the drift 
velocity, we have that Eatm is approximately equal to E or Eext (equation A7.28). 
Therefore the contribution due to the smooth term is just a0, and the
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photodetachment cross section is given by
fh
D  an " °o + —
n=0 71
\7/4
2©F
A7.44
j(n)
E  - 7 =  /  »i(W*lnS»(W<*S<
n»0 ,(n)t(n)-Cg,
b) oscillations in the spectrum
We now wish to study the oscillatory (second) term in equation A7.39. 
This term is just
3
/  \ //4
It
A {  *  J N
2 eF
A7.45
r(n)tg,
E -p =  f  v„(u
*0  f F ,
sin
An)ip
2 /  y„(
,(/>) -tg,
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This is rewritten in the following manner
2.71
3  [ me<*B
//4
*  J N 2 eF
An) C (p
E f
n'° f& 'n
COS -2 /
An) -ip
and the integration becomes trivial
°0 3 rr)e^B
//4 GO3hC
2 71 k3 0{  *  J N 2eF
1 1
t(n)
cos
An) 
- i f ,
Using the quantization condition
vO
2 n
'  \7/4meu B
2eF
"t
E
n-0 f r .
cos 2! n ( n + - | )  J
Substituting fo ry n
o
2n
m 3/2
(^ o )3 72
•>1(0 ,
Ot
En-0 ■COS
f 2 tc , 1 V
l^G)e(n+7T)>1(0 ,
>i(Og A n
A7.46
A7.47
A7.48
A7.49
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With n1 given by equation A7.30, we change the sum to an integral, and 
calculate
E-2E*
3
2  n ( * * o ) 3 &
t iG ) ,
(Of/Qfl)2
2mt E
[ COS ( 2nbO)a de
A7.50
Making the familiar change of variable
C = v ^
a A7.51
-2C = — — de
we obtain
o
2it
m 3/2
f t
- t iG ) , 2 cos
2E\
\ 1/2
2 %
*G>fl (E -? ) dC A7.52
(o/7<*a)2 
2/n#£ ,
This integral may be evaluated using the stationary phase approximation. The 
stationary phase point is where t=0 , and this point is outside the region of 
integration. The contribution due to the oscillating term in the left-hand region
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then is zero. We are left with the result that
E a nX " a o A 7 ‘5 3
n-0
2) Central region £  an»
n=/?«
In the previous section we considered the first term on the right-hand 
side of equation A7.31. There it was found that the first term gave rise to the 
no-field cross section. We now consider the second term on the right
«2
E V
n-n,
/  \7IA
*<■>5
2 eF n-n^
A7.54
Substituting in for the function Dx(!Pn) we have
42
E °nX=Oo
7/4 tlCDa
2eF n-ni
die A7.55
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Changing the limits
o„ = -  o,
n-o,
/  \7/4
m0<*B
2eF
A7.56
We use a WKB approximation where the turning point is to the right of 
the classical region. Integrating from the decreasing exponential solution into 
the oscillating region we use
1 sin /An)t/p
A7.57
substituting and using the definition for Sn(£0) from equation A7.37
«2
E
° 0 3
/ \ //4
t i o >B
7 t
A { *  J
2 eF
n"nt dn)
A7.58
If the total energy (E) is large then n, is also large. The major 
contribution to the non-oscillating background (no-field cross section) comes 
from the sum from n=0 to n=nr  We conclude that the smooth term arising
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from the above equation is negligible compared to this no-field background. 
Therefore, only the oscillating term of equation A7.58 is considered, i.e.
TZ
m e<*B
7/4 tlCOB
2 eF
r Y ( I )
f  n^ o) smSnt t 0) d l t
E  /  /t t t
A7.59
Defining
f xfe  \ ° o  1
U W ' - T i
1 «  \7/4
m 0a B
2eF W o )
A7.60
the oscillatory contribution to the cross section is given by
f (n) An)
*>2 ** \ 'k * f*(F \f J n l h i e- ^ ( U ^ o A7.61
n=ni J>„
Sums/integrals very similar to this were discussed in detail within appendix 4. 
There a stationary phase approximation was used and the stationary phase 
points were at values of n such that there were returning orbits. For returning 
orbits we must have from chapter 2, equation 11.12, and equation 11.15 that the 
quantity —Pj— * 1 t and so all returning orbits are located within the region 
{n,,n2} of the summation. With this in mind the summation of equation A7.61 
can be extended over the range {0,«} without changing the value of the
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oscillatory contribution. No stationary phase points have been added. Now the 
integrals are identical and the results of that section follow, namely
r  o.'-E C /(iF ) sin » /£ )  A7.62
n = n i /
where the j refers to the jth returning orbit. Considering both the contribution 
from the left-hand and central regions we have that
° X  = °0 + £  c * (E) sin«y(E) A7.63
/
This is what was determined previously. The contribution from the right-hand 
region is neglected since the initial point of integration is always in the forbidden 
region.
D. anx where 2maE atm 0 « 1
(e F /o s)2
From equation A7.31
n=0 n=ri2
A7.31
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In the present limit the first sum places the initial point of the integration in the 
right-hand region, and therefore in a forbidden region. The second sum has 
the initial point of the integration in the oscillatory, central region. The third sum 
has the initial point in the right-hand region. Only one summation is of 
consequence. Consider the summation in the centra! region.
1) Central region
Consider the second term on the right of equation A7.31
ih
n*n |
Y7/4 h(i)B
2 eF En-n,
A7.64
and using a one-dimensional WKB approximation to the Hermite function
•K
N *  ,/VJ
sin I
An)
A7.34
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the cross section can be written as
E a nx ‘
n*n|
°o 3 1 niecig
<74 >1(0 g
71
A { *  J N
2 eF
r(n) /% <*>
A7.65
a. smooth contribution
Consider the smooth term of equation A7.65, which is the following
«2
n-/») 7X
\7/4
3 1me<*B >.(O0
i
1
o 
"1 >> J N 2eF
An)
r>z c»> n , ( uE /
n-n> v /^o -^
A7.66
substituting for Yn(£0), given by equation A7.35, the cross section is
E
n-n1 71
/ \7/4
^ .« a l fito6
2eF
r(n)«2
E /n-n, y \
p(n)2 f 2 
~ *»o A7.67
In this approximation the lower limit of the integral (3Pn) is very close to the 
turning point. We therefore make the approximation that Yn(£0) can be written
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as
W o ) - / z i p  i / i ^ A7.68
and so
«2 
En«/),
°0 3
//4
71
*0 I  *  J N
U.Q>CM
el«J
£  / i i f  f
« .  ». y e r ^
Using the change of variable
A7.69
2 d { =
A7.70
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The integral transforms to
E °S--7t
m0v>B\7/4
2eF
«2
In=/7|
and is easily evaluated giving
x ° o  
n-/)i v/2
_3_[
\7/4 tlO)a
2eF
Assuming we may change the sum to an integral and using that
A7.71
A7.72
A7.73
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we have
' . , - L - „
A7.74
,(»t>
where we have dropped the superscript on within the integral to indicate 
that the integration is over a continuous variable. The limits of the integral are 
at specific values of , which is emphasized by the superscript. We also 
have that
1 m0a>B >l ws
e F \ h 2
Subsituting in for E
A7.76
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From equations A7.29
*(«,) (oF/<aB)
*  ~ Lfrm 0a B
to )  _  (e FI <jiB)
1 +
2 m9E atm
(eF /coB)2
1 -
2meE atm 
>| ( e ^ a ) 2
A7.77
Evaluating the integral we find
E
/7-n,
°0 3
/ \  
m 0<*B
//4 t><»)B
v/2 k \ { *  J
.......1
kq>CVJ
2
3 f im 0(ob
viz 2mgE atm
(e F /u B)
T3/2
A7.78
and we have expanded all square roots to order (£«®»)3/2 _ Cancelling terms 
in equation A7.78, this reduces to the no field cross section.
E V - o  A7-79
n=nx
We have found that the non-oscillating term of the cross section, once more, 
gives us the no field cross section.
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b. oscillations in the spectrum
The analysis of the oscillatory contribution from this region is identical to 
that which was performed previously. The only change will be that the sum 
over stationary phase points will now include only the first closed orbit. This 
follows from the fact that since the kinetic energy associated with the drift 
velocity is much greater than Eatm then the energy in the external gauge (E0*) is 
approximately
A7.80
Combining results we have that
a x  =  ° o  +  CU  ( E ) s i n f c y .0 ( E ) A7.81
with
/ \ 2 1/2 3 nigkeF 1 S /1 -*>;) A7.82
o ( E ) - A7.83
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